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ABSTRACT 
Teaching in The Dark: Increasing Student Engagement in Comprehensive Distance 
Learning 
By Abraham J. Maletz 
 This project began as a desperate attempt to increase student engagement in my online 
classroom at the beginning of the Covid-19 Pandemic. I was having no success at convincing 
students to interact with me, with each other, and with the content. After turning to the literature 
for help I found extensive research on engagement strategies in online college classes, a plethora 
of engagement centered high leverage practices for traditional high school classrooms, and 
almost no research on increasing engagement in online high school classrooms. So, I decided to 
do the research myself. I started with the data on traditional high leverage practices and data 
proven university level online strategies. I then implemented these practices in my social studies 
classroom alongside social studies specific pedagogy. For a whole quarter I wrote formal lesson 
plans before instruction and journal reflections afterwards. I also recorded classes and high 
leverage practices using education technology.  
 After a thorough document analysis of my lesson plans, journals, and digital records I 
found that some traditional best practices are extremely engaging online as well. These can be 
especially effective when implementing them with education technology providers for integrated 
online formative assessments or social studies disciplinary literacy. Other practices, like flexible 
groupings, were far less effective online than anticipated. Overall, I was able to greatly improve 
the engagement in my online classroom, and I found some practices that I will carry over into a 
traditional classroom. 
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Chapter 1 
PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING 
In my Master of Arts in teaching program (MAT) we have spent months attempting to 
define our philosophy of teaching, and I am possibly less sure of my teaching philosophy today 
than at the start of my program. Anytime I try to sketch out my beliefs about education they 
seem to end up contradicting each other. Davis (2004) spends an entire book on this elusive 
definition and concludes that he is “comforted by the fact that I’m not alone in this tendency to 
maintain diverse, even conflicting, sensibilities” (p. 179). Because of this multifaceted aspect I 
find it hard to align my personal teaching philosophy directly with any of the narrow schools of 
thought or theories of learning that I have studied. When attempting to fit square pegs in round 
holes I find it easier to discern who I am not rather than who I am. I am not a positivist. I do not 
believe that all things can be measured. Or at least I do not believe that we will ever be in 
possession of the instrumentation to measure all things. There is no such thing as a “normal child 
– a construct that, of course, is immediately suggestive of all sorts of abnormality” (Davis, 2004 
p. 86) Students do not show up to school as Lockean tabulae rases. They have rich histories and 
unique knowledge and traumas and talents and most importantly each are individual actors. This 
means that B.F. Skinner and John Watson could not have taken a dozen infants and with the 
proper behavioral techniques turned them all into brain surgeons. I am not a rationalist. I believe 
that to understand the world we live in we need to look outside of ourselves and most 
importantly interact with those different from us. And this very act of looking changes the 
universe in some currently unknowable but fundamental way. So in that sense I am an 
interobjectivist. As I will get into further with my discussion on creating a quality learning 
environment, I agree with the Ecological critique of both student and teacher centric learning 
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models that the site of learning does not exist within an individual (2004). Learning is an 
experience that cannot exist in isolation but rather arises from complex unities. But above all 
these philosophical schools of thought I am an educator. And being an educator during the 
coronavirus pandemic requires more flexibility and innovation than can be put into a small box 
and labeled with a taxonomic pin.  
One of the difficulties in defining teaching is that teaching cannot be defined 
independently of the learner. As the brilliant poststructuralist Paulo Freire (1968) said: “there is, 
in fact, no teaching without learning. One requires the other” (p. 31). A teacher cannot force a 
student to learn, there must be a partnership between the two to engage mutually in the act of 
teaching and learning simultaneously. In this way teaching is more an act of inspiration than 
scientific method. In his seminal book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance Robert Pirsig 
(2006) writes that “Quality is not just the result of a collision between subject and object. The 
very existence of subject and object themselves is deduced from the Quality event. The Quality 
event is the cause of the subjects and objects, which are then mistakenly presumed to be the 
cause of the Quality” (Pirsig, 2006, p. 304). Quality learning is an event that can take place 
wherever two or more are gathered. People enter the states of teacher and students only during 
the event of quality learning. Horace Mann’s creation of the common school is one of the most 
profoundly positive endeavors to which this country has committed itself. But because of a lack 
of quality learning experiences, oftentimes in the classrooms of the common schools there are 
neither students nor teachers, even if the room is full of children with one adult present. To be a 
quality teacher, one must set up a classroom where quality learning happens as often as possible. 
But how does one create such a community of learning in a remote classroom? How do my 
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students gain trust in each other and build positive relationships when their web cams are turned 
off and their microphones are muted? 
But why this focus on learning instead of teaching? According to interobjectivist thought 
“concepts must be understood in terms of human products” (Davis, 2004, p. 97), which in this 
case would mean that the concept of education must be understood in terms of the learner such 
as a teacher is the concept and a student is the human product. This is because a learner can learn 
without a teacher, or at least without a human teacher. A teacher can be a stone or a bird or static 
electricity just as easily as it can be a human. In this sense a teacher is a social construct, whereas 
a learner is a dynamic part of the physical world that changes said world whenever it learns 
something new. To teach well you must know the learner well. And this relationship invariably 
affects both parties because “although the teacher or the students are not the same, the person in 
charge of education is being formed or re-formed as he/she teaches, and the person who is being 
taught forms him/herself in this process” (Freire, 1968, p. 30-31). But just because a teacher is a 
construct does not make it an unimportant construct. Just like with religion, something that is 
socially constructed can have a profound effect upon the world.  
If a learner gains knowledge, then the teacher can be considered successful in their 
teaching endeavor. But if the subject is how to cheat on your taxes then the teaching may be 
successful, but it cannot be considered good. The difference between good and successful 
teaching is that “successful teaching is teaching that yields the intended learning. Good teaching 
is teaching that comports with morally defensible and rationally sound principles of instructional 
practice” (Fenstermacher, 2000, p. 6) Without a motivation to learn on the side of the learner 
there can be no teaching whatsoever. You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink. 
The ability to foster intrinsic motivation in a student is an essential part of teaching. This is 
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another example of how a teacher is more than an operator of gears and levers in the classroom. 
Each student is different and so too is the method to reach each of them and engage them in the 
learning material. There is not a single recipe for success in the classroom, but there are best 
practices that can be utilized with every student and then changes made when necessary to tailor 
the instructional approach to each student. Since there is very little engagement with students in 
my current classroom I am almost solely depending on formative and authentic summative 
assessments to form and reform my own teaching in practicum to improve my teaching. Which is 
a good thing in a way because it forces me to use assessment to gauge instruction and improve 
lessons planning accordingly, but is detrimental in that I miss out gathering data from the myriad 
of informal assessments we give every day such as talking with students during passing time, 
observing individual work time, and perceiving body language. In my quest to improve my 
pedagogy I needed a measurement to gauge myself against. I chose the INTASC standards, 
which are a set of standards created by the Council of Chief State School Officers to help 
teachers improve their planning, instruction, and assessment (INTASC, 2013). These standards 
are complex and interwoven so by focusing on INTASC Standard 6 I am also improving my 
adherence to standard 7 and 8, to better understand standard 2 so that I can eventually develop 
standard 3. 
How does one go about setting up a classroom where quality learning is the norm rather 
than the exception? Once again it is easier to provide methodologies that do not create learning 
experiences. Almost all of my K-12 years as a student were spent under the empiricist 
framework that was enacted during and after No Child Left Behind (NCLB). The thought behind 
NCLB was to use “positivistic, statistics-based constructs of normality” to track students’ 
progress through a “predictable, measurable pattern of development” (Davis, 2004, p. 86). In the 
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information age the United States Department of Education wanted all the data they could get 
their hands on. This classical empiricist ideology meant that we were being tested every single 
year to make sure that we were hitting federally mandated benchmarks. I was lucky enough to 
live in a district that met state standards and therefore did not suffer loss of federal funding. But 
that meant I had to spend a lot of time learning how to take tests. I even remember some 
distraught teachers resorting to literally coaching us through standardized testing strategies 
instead of reading sonnets or participating in authentic assessments. 
I am firmly against standardized testing regimens, because of the experiences I had 
growing up during NCLB, and the new information I have gained in my MAT. As I said I am no 
positivist; I do not believe that everything can be measured. Oftentimes the tests not only take 
away from precious time in the classroom, but they are also psychologically detrimental to the 
students forced to take them. The tests are inequitable for minority students and English 
language learners, while not even providing reliable data to try and improve from because they 
do not take language needs into account and therefore return invalid results on content tests 
(Mitchell, 2017). In fact, one of the driving factors in my choice to earn my social studies 
endorsement over English is that there are no state tests for social studies. Even though this 
means there is less funding for the subject, and it is harder to find work, I would rather struggle 
in the right than prosper in the wrong. If you cannot measure quality students with a test “then 
you must explain just why scientific instruments are unable to detect it. You must suggest 
instruments that will detect it, or live with the explanation that instruments don’t detect it 
because your whole Quality concept, to put it politely, is a large pile of nonsense” (Pirsig, 2006, 
p. 291). Even though standardized testing has been shown to be ineffective in raising the 
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academic levels of American students the Federal government has doubled down time and again 
on the strategy because they are unwilling to admit that their entire concept of quality is wrong.  
A quality classroom is first and foremost an equitable classroom. Every single student 
that passes through my classroom will be cared for equally and taught equitably. That means that 
every student will have the same high expectations for personal growth but will be given the 
individual support they need to reach those goals. In the classroom I will work to foster a culture 
of cooperation instead of competition. Socioeconomic competition created the inequitable 
system we currently have and grinds down students on the lower rungs of the ladder constantly 
outside of school hours. Therefore, I believe that the classroom should be an environment that 
shelters students from that constant ranking hierarchy and the bullying that is inherent within the 
supposed hierarchies. Our current system is riddled with inequalities for students of color, 
English language learners, students living in poverty, LGBTQ+ students, and other marginalized 
groups. Students who are ELLs are often the most severely impacted by these institutional 
inequities which is why 5-year ELL graduation rates in Oregon are only at 65% compared to the 
80% statewide rate (Gill, 2019). These numbers are absolutely unacceptable. The state has a 
legal duty to educate all students equally, but how can we even begin to claim we are satisfying 
that legal requirement if 35% of our most vulnerable students fall through the gaping cracks in 
the system. To create a more equitable system of education a teacher needs to be a voice for the 
voiceless. A teacher needs to stir the pot. We have to constantly question our practices as 
Berchini (2014) stated: 
those of us espousing a critical pedagogy align ourselves with its tenets because we are 
not accepting of the status quo in schools. Instead, we believe that it is imperative, as 
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teacher educators, to instill an ethos of interrogation in and for those learning to teach. (p. 
251)  
Those in positions of power over educational policy that espouse a critical pedagogy, 
whether they are a member of district administration, a school board, or a legislative body, 
should always use John Rawls’ (1999) uncertainty principle when making decisions. The 
uncertainty principle claims that a person is under a veil of ignorance as to their standing in 
society, and therefore will make the best possible decisions for those at the lowest socio-
economic levels of society. That way if they end up being a part of that class, they will still enjoy 
relatively equitable policies (Rawls, 1999). Of course, the best possible way to ensure that those 
in power use the uncertainty principle is to elect members of underprivileged classes into office. 
A school board should be representative of the community that it serves, if an ethnically diverse 
community has no representation in its government then the government will always implement 
inequitable practices. As ethical educators we are expected to follow the laws of the land, even if 
we do not agree with all the current practices. But there are times when the law “is of such a 
nature that it requires you to be the agent of injustice to another, then, I say, break the law. Let 
your life be a counter friction to stop the machine” (Thoreau, 1849, p. 12-13). By joining the 
profession, I am committed to improving the educational system from within instead of without 
for all students in the country. As I have shown above there are empirically inequitable systems 
in place in our education infrastructure, and those systems will stay in place unless ethical 
educators take a stand for what is right.  
 When I was in school there were several teachers who were able to inspire me to take a 
vested interest in my own education by modeling what being a critical thinker and ethical citizen 
looked like. I struggled to understand my role as a learner in middle school. In addition to the 
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new social anxieties and complete existential terror, quality learning experiences were few and 
far between. It wasn’t until high school that I encountered teachers who knew exactly how to 
foster those experiences on a regular basis. I had an engineering teacher named Mr. Blackman 
who created a classroom where innovation, creativity, and self-guided exploration were daily 
occurrences. Blackman adhered to John Dewey’s belief that exploration and hands on learning 
would “help focus learners’ attentions while they provided learners with relevant experiences” 
(Davis, 2004, p. 134). Instead of reading textbooks and listening to lectures on mechanics we 
were building solar powered sterling engines and turning an old VW Beetle into an electric car. 
Mr. Blackman could have worked as an engineer and made triple the money, but he instead 
chose to spend countless hours unpaid after school to give his rural students unparalleled 
learning experiences that for many carved a path towards a career in engineering. During my 
junior year Mr. Judah had us read Walden, which forever changed my life’s trajectory. It taught 
me to think critically about the world around me and never be satisfied with the status quo. These 
teachers were able to instigate my intrinsic motivation and increase my self-efficacy as a learner. 
I was maturing as a person, and learning to think critically, and developing my world view, and 
experiencing quality learning in the classroom almost every day. This all might have been a part 
of the natural maturation process, but Mr. Blackman and Mr. Judah were essential to creating a 
learning environment that fostered the seeds of self-efficacy and intellectual curiosity within me. 
The current educational experience my students are getting in comprehensive distance learning is 
but a pale imitation of what I was lucky enough to receive. Knowing that drives me to do 
whatever I can to improve my practice of teaching even given the restraints of distance learning.  
 I am now lucky enough to be in the position to pass the torch of learning on to the next 
generation of students. As Sir Isaac Newton (1675) said, “If I have seen further, it is by standing 
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on the shoulders of giants” (1675). The teachers I had in school were by no means perfect, and 
just like them I will invariably fall short time and again as an educator. But any good that I will 
do in a classroom is because of the generations of educators before me. We are lucky to be living 
in a time when that knowledge is being passed on to a more diverse group of students than ever 
before. As a critical educator my personal philosophy of teaching must be a philosophy of social 
justice both through education and by reformation of our governing institutions. To ensure that 
all students have the same ability to engage in quality learning experiences I am dedicated to 
working to overcome the obstacles inhibiting quality education in all schools. In the midst of 
comprehensive distance learning those obstacles are more mountainous than ever. Only once all 
students in a classroom are provided with the individual tools necessary to engage equally can 
quality learning experiences be created. But how do we engage students remotely? How do we 
construct a community of learning over video calls? How do we build personal relationships with 
students while staring at a blank screen? How do we teach in the dark? Right now I’m a lot more 
concerned about the wellbeing of my students than about my personal teaching philosophy. 
Because students will not be learning through any methodology if they are not motivated nor 
able to interact online with teachers, classmates, or instructional content. Therefore, for my 
Action Research Project I am going to be researching how to increase student engagement by 
studying my own implementation of engagement centered high leverage practices in my online 
classroom. I think that the distance learning or hybrid model is going to be with us going forward 
for a long time. You can’t put the toothpaste back in the tube. So, if I am going to be a distance 
educator in one form or another, I will be the best, most engaging, most differentiating, most 
authentically assessing, most equitably focused distance educator possible. 
 




Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review 
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers 
have looked at effective teaching and teacher growth in their discipline. I searched for research 
on differentiation because distance learning is widening the education gap and I need to be laser 
focused on inclusive education to help overcome it. I also searched for studies on high leverage 
practices because the reduced class time means that lessons must engage students in content and 
social emotional learning simultaneously, with practices that have been demonstrated as effective 
already. Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on these ideas 
in my endorsement area, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are 
effective for incorporating student’s prior knowledge and interests to increase the engagement 
with and understanding of complex themes in social studies. As such, the best overarching theme 
for understanding that incorporation of multiple complex aspects of the social studies is 
disciplinary literacy, and this forms the foundation and action of my study.  
This literature review addresses my knowledge of these concepts as a foundation for my 
understanding to set goals and grow from in my own teaching. I think that the action research 
project is especially important this year as my student teaching experience differs from the 
traditional pedagogical instruction I have been receiving in my teacher preparatory program. 
This stems from circumstances outside of anyone’s control, but the action research method is an 
excellent way to change instructional strategies based on evidence and experience gained while 
teaching. Since neither me, nor my mentor teacher are adept at teaching in a virtual classroom, I 
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am looking forward to reviewing as much literature as possible regarding increasing engagement 
in an online learning platform. Therefore, I especially looked for research that described 
effective strategies for each general theme that emerged and gave examples of how it might work 
in an online classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in building my own 
knowledge base for this project.       
Procedures for the Literature Review 
To find literature for this literature review I initially tried to find resources through the 
Hamersly Library using EBSCO host and JSTOR. Since my topic is a rather general goal of 
increasing student engagement in my online classes I was overwhelmed with the hundreds of 
thousands of results. Instead of trying to comb through the pages of results for relevant topics I 
instead decided to look through the reading lists of all assigned texts for the classes I have taken 
in my Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) program so far. I reread through texts that were 
relevant to increasing student engagement, and especially focused on them if they could be 
implemented on the online learning platform. While reading through those texts I noted relevant 
research studies and articles cited and followed up on those resources through the bibliographies 
of the texts. To find additional resources I looked for syntheses of prior research such as 
McLaughlin and Yan’s Diverse delivery methods and strong psychological benefits: A review of 
online formative assessment (2017) and Lo’s Examining the Flipped Classroom through Action 
Research (2017). These two resources were extremely valuable to me as I was able to see similar 
thinking and research on the topic and could examine their citations for additional resources. As I 
read through these resources while I focused my efforts on articles that discussed online learning. 
From this wealth of literature three themes began to emerge. These themes are: 1) differentiation, 
2) high leverage practices, and 3) disciplinary literacy.  
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 In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and 
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: differentiation, high leverage 
practices, and disciplinary literacy. I read each article to determine how it fit within these broad 
thematic categories, and then, through a process of reading and rereading for salient features of 
each study, I determined the subheadings in the literature review. My intent was to start with a 
broad treatment of each theme and then to systematically reduce broad understandings of 
differentiation and effective instruction into a focused understanding of how these themes are 
present in research about increasing engagement in distance learning.  
Increasing Engagement 
 The overall motivator for this framework of study was to find highly effective strategies 
that increased engagement of my students in class. As an equity focused educator that means that 
to reach all my students effectively, I need to implement differentiation of content, process, and 
product to meet students’ interests, readiness, and learning profiles (Tomlinson & McTighe, 
2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). This differentiation is crucial to engagement because it 
ensures that all students are being challenged in their zones of proximal development to reach the 
desired learning outcomes (Vygotsky, 1978). In a differentiated classroom, advanced students 
are challenged to further their study while struggling learners are provided the supports 
necessary to reach the learning targets. In order to implement this well a teacher needs to practice 
culturally responsive pedagogy to understand a learner’s background, culture, lived experiences, 
and interests to implement effective frequent formative assessments so we can know their 
readiness. Then, to tie all the individual lessons into a cohesive unit a teacher needs to utilize 
backwards planning from the summative assessment to ensure all students are progressing 
towards what they need to know, understand, and do (KUD) to successfully complete the unit. 
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Though differentiation is not a novel idea for increasing engagement it is more important than 
ever in distance learning.  
 How to gauge student readiness to differentiate lessons in a classroom environment of 
blank screens and muted microphones poses an additional challenge to increasing student 
engagement. In an in-person classroom it is easier to gauge student comprehension and ability by 
observing body language, asking comprehension questions, circling the room during group 
activities, or checking in with students before and after class. Now these normally simple 
informal “assessments” are impossible. Luckily, there are high leverage practices that are even 
more effective now than they were in traditional classrooms. One of these is the extensive 
utilization of more formal formative assessments. These can be pre-tests to measure knowledge 
before a unit, starter questions and exit tickets during class, or authentic summative assessments 
to gain a deeper understanding of a student’s background, ability, interests, and effort. 
 A large part of teaching that is often overlooked is the psychological aspect of a teacher 
as a motivation coach. The school system is full of external motivators to try and force student’s 
engagement in school. These include calls home, report cards, school disciplinary actions, and 
truancy officers. But the most effective motivator is intrinsic motivation where a student has 
mastery goals based on interest in the topic or task (Ormrod, 2016; Sullo, 2007). The field of 
social studies is wide and varied, and there are many different methods of instruction and topics 
to focus on. So, we need to learn student interests through formative assessment and then utilize 
those interests through choice to create authentic assessments that challenge students to 
participate to the best of their abilities in an intrinsically motivating manner, while coaching 
students effectively with support for their learning (Sullo, 2007).  
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Research Studies 
 This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on 
three sub-themes. First, I discuss differentiation. Second, I consider research on high leverage 
practices because time and resources are limited in distance learning. Finally, I looked at 
research on using student interests because it is a proven way to increase intrinsic motivation 
(Ormrod, 2016; Sullo, 2007) and thus engagement in online learning.   
Differentiation 
Differentiation is a high leverage practice that works to ensure the needs of individual 
learners are met (Beasly & Beck, 2017; CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS Center 2010; Tomlinson & 
McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). I read several books by Tomlinson that heavily 
influenced my thinking on this topic. Tomlinson is a giant in the field of differentiation and is a 
huge proponent of backwards planning as well. For Tomlinson backwards planning is having a 
sure grasp of a units KUD’s so that: 
lessons have purpose and students understand that purpose; assessments are 
 transparent vehicles for helping students see their proximity to the targets they know  
 about and for helping them continue growth toward and beyond those targets; and 
 grades communicate student status relative to known targets. (Tomlinson & Moon, 
 2013, p. 129) 
Differentiation is not just for assessments; it should shape all aspects of the learning cycle (IRIS 
Center, 2010; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Content and process 
should be differentiated along with product, but they should be differentiated according to 
readiness, interests, and learner profile (Beasly & Beck, 2017; CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS 
Center 2010; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). 
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Beasly and Beck (2017) highlight how necessary having a functional definition of 
differentiation is. A teacher implements what they understand, and Beasly and Beck found that 
many teachers in online classrooms misunderstood learner profile as “learning preferences”. 
Learning preferences have no scientific proof of effectiveness (Riener & Willingham, 2010), and 
learner profile in actuality regards a student’s background, culture, and social-emotional needs 
(Beasly & Beck, 2017; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). In Beasly and 
Beck’s (2017) research they found that a majority of the teachers they surveyed were ignoring a 
critical component of differentiation and instead wasting time and effort on a scientifically 
dubious practice (Riener & Willingham, 2010). They also found that almost no one differentiated 
based on interests and only one teacher responded that they actually used assessments to form 
their instructions (Beasly & Beck, 2017). This is important because a teacher cannot improve 
their instruction if they do not alter their planning using the data on student learning that 
assessment should provide (Brookhart, 2016; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 
2013). This is the third step of the planning, instruction, and assessment cycle and is a crucial 
aspect of the differentiated teaching model (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 
2013).  
Having a clear learning target in a differentiated assessment is key to being able to plan 
backwards from that assessment to ensure all students can meet the KUD’s of the unit 
(Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Tomlinson and McTighe (2006) 
found that this backwards planning: 
helps avoid two familiar “twin sins” of planning and teaching. The first “sin” occurs 
 more widely at the elementary and middle levels and may be labeled “activity-oriented 
 instruction. (…) The second “sin,” more prevalent at the secondary and collegiate levels, 
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 goes by the name of “coverage.” (p. 28)  
The “sin” of coverage is such an easy trap to fall into, especially now that classroom hours are 
reduced. But instead of a limitation this is an opportunity for teachers to reevaluate their KUD’s 
and find the most effective and efficient practices to support students in achieving them.  
I need to ensure that the differentiation techniques I am implementing in class are 
effective for all students including English Language Learners (ELLs). In Oregon ELLs are up to 
23.7% less likely to graduate in four years than their native English-speaking peers (ODE, 2020). 
To bring these graduation rates up we need to embrace the idea that English language instruction 
is the responsibility of the entire school, not just the English Language Development department 
(Pascopella, 2011; Soltero, 2011). Many of the essential components of differentiation are 
considered best practices by organizations such as the Interstate Teacher Assessment and 
Support Consortium (InTASC) (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2011). According to 
Goldenberg (2013), practices that are considered generally effective for instruction are also 
effective for English Language Learners. This means that differentiating my instruction and 
assessments will benefit ELLs along with their native English-speaking peers, which is vital 
because ELLs face a double challenge in high school of having to learn English and subject 
specific content in classes (Short & Fitzsimmons, 2007). Online learning does provide a benefit 
to ELLs with testing, as all testing in online learning is done using computers and providing 
computer-based testing is a beneficial accommodation to ELLs as they can use language 
assistance programs to overcome language barriers (Abedi, 2009). Clearly the best way for a 
beginning ELL to show their social studies specific knowledge is in their native language 
(Soltero, 2011) but since we can’t provide translators for all students differentiating the product 
of assessments allows for students to show their knowledge without being limited by their 
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English language abilities. 
Differentiation creates opportunities for culturally responsive pedagogy in instruction and 
assessment which helps diminish cultural barriers to inclusion and success in mainstream classes 
for ELLs and students of color (Ladson-Billings, 2009; Soltero, 2011). Differentiating 
assessments creates multiple avenues of success where students can show their knowledge and 
skills using content and processes from their unique cultural backgrounds (Ladson-Billings, 
2009; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). Differentiation is also considered a best practice in special 
education and is included in Vanderbilt University’s IRIS Center (2010) high leverage practices 
professional development modules, the University of Florida’s CEEDAR Center free 
instructional manual High Leverage Practices in Special Education (McLeskey et al., 2017), and 
the Council for Exceptional Children’s (2015) initial special education preparation standards. I 
feel comfortable trusting that these online resources do indeed provide high leverage practices as 
the IRIS center collaborates closely with the CEEDAR Center and the Council for Exceptional 
Children and was considered to be highly trustworthy by Test and other researchers’ (2015) 
critical examination of online evidence-based practices.  
High Leverage Practices (HLPs) 
 There is a plethora of resources available online all claiming to be best practices in the 
teaching profession. According to Test et al (2015) this is in part a response to No Child Left 
Behind (NCLB) and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), which mandate that 
schools implement scientifically grounded evidence-based practices. Test, et al. (2015) were 
curious as to how many online resources were actually peer reviewed scientifically based on best 
practices, and found that of the 47 websites they identified only 57% met their criteria for trust or 
trust with caution. It is easy to claim that a set of instructional practices constitute the best 
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practices that a teacher can implement in their classroom. But to support a claim that a practice 
should be implemented over other instructional strategies there needs to be a method of 
authentication of the practice (Test et al, 2015). In their book High Leverage Practices for 
Inclusive Classrooms McLeskey, Maheady, Billingsly, Brownell, and Lewis (2018) provide a 
framework for how they defined and organized high leverage practices (HLPs). To be included 
in their book these “HLPs have been supported by research evidence to have significant potential 
for improving academic or behavioral outcomes for students with disabilities and others who 
struggle to learn” (McLeskey, Maheady et al, 2018, p. vii). Additionally, these HLPs must 
designate the most effective practices within the clear and focused limitations of teacher 
preparation that can be implementable in classrooms and have the potential to significantly 
enhance the status of the teaching profession (2018). To ensure that the high leverage practices I 
am implementing are indeed evidence based I will make sure they are recommended by 
resources that Test et al (2015) find trustworthy such as Vanderbilt’s IRIS Center or the What 
Works Clearinghouse, or are methods that implement strategies supported by leaders in the field 
such as Tomlinson. While investigating these resources I found four high leverage practices that 
are research based in their effectiveness for improving the academic outcomes of my students 
and can be implemented effectively according to Mclesky, Maheady et al’s (2018) standards. 
These four HLPs are as follows: online formative assessment, flexible groupings, the flipped 
classroom model, and the gradual release model.  
Online Formative Assessment. Formative assessments are high leverage differentiation 
practices that are extremely effective in tailoring instruction to fit students’ needs based on 
assessment data (Brookhart, 2016; CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS Center 2010; Tomlinson & 
McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). I started researching how to implement formative 
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assessments successfully in an online learning platform by reading McLaughlin and Yan’s 
(2017) review of online formative assessment (OFA) to get a general overview. They focus on 
the benefits of OFA and lay out four types of formative assessments: multiple choice quizzes, 
short answer writing, portfolio checks, and web tool enabled assessments such as breakout group 
video calls and discussion boards. Research has shown that online formative assessment 
improves complex cognitive capacities like self-regulation and metacognition (Mclaughlin & 
Yan, 2017). Research by Angus & Watson (2009) demonstrates that students that participate in 
multiple OFAs in a term have summative exam scores that are 2.5% higher than their classmates 
who did not participate. To incentivize students to participate in OFA’s, several studies found it 
beneficial to offer a small amount of credit for completion (Dobson, 2008; Kibble, 2007). 
Formative assessments are often seen as a way for teachers to learn from students, but at their 
best formative assessments teach both the learner and the teacher (Brookhart, 2016; Tomlinson 
& McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Freire (1968) considers this the ideal state of 
teaching as “whoever teaches learns in the act of teaching, and whoever learns teaches in the act 
or learning” (p. 31). But it must be remembered that formative assessments only function in a 
differentiated model when instruction is altered based on the results of the assessments 
(Brookhart, 2016; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). 
Flexible Groupings. Another high leverage practice that I kept running across while 
reading is using flexible groupings to differentiate lessons and increase student engagement. 
Flexible groupings are intentionally created small groups that provide additional support for 
student needs (CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS Center 2010; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; 
Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). According to Kennedy, Cook, Morano and Peeples (2019), flexible 
groups should be highly structured with clear directives and should not exist in a vacuum in 
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relation to the other elements of a lesson (CEEDAR Center, 2017). Flexible groupings should be 
structured according to student needs in a particular lesson so the teacher can give extra support 
to struggling students, or for students to support each other in more homogenized groupings 
(CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS Center 2010; Kennedy et al, 2019; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). 
The activities these groups participate in have to be effective for them to work well (CEEDAR 
Center, 2017). Martin & Bollinger (2018) surveyed 155 students about effective strategies in 
online learning and discussion board postings were deemed the least effective from a student’s 
standpoint whereas live online group interactions were considered highly valuable (Fredericksen, 
Pickett, Shea, Pelz, & Swan 2000; Martin & Bollinger, 2018). To increase participation in 
discussions Shea, Fredericksen, Pickett, Pelz, and Swan (2001) found in a survey of 3,800 
SUNY students that when discussion participation accounted for a greater percentage of a class’ 
grade the students were more satisfied and thought they learned more.   
Flipped Classroom Model. I am interested in implementing aspects of the flipped 
classroom model in CDL. A flipped classroom is an instructional model where students watch 
instructional videos or lectures as homework, “therefore, the in-class time is no longer occupied 
by teachers’ direct instruction. Teachers can provide more interactive learning activities to 
facilitate peer interaction” (Lo, 2017, p. 624). Mok found that the flipped classroom model 
increased student engagement by making it easier to review instructional videos and show up to 
class prepared and was viewed as universally positive in survey participants (2014). Bhagat, 
Chang, and Chang (2016) found that the model especially benefited low achieving learners in 
their study as it freed up time for teachers to give direct instruction in flexible groupings 
(CEEDAR Center, 2017; IRIS Center 2010; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006; Tomlinson & Moon, 
2013). There are best practices to the format of flipped classroom implementation as Guo, Kim, 
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and Rubin found that the maximum average time of engagement with online instructional videos 
was six minutes long (2014). So even if the results from the flipped classroom model are positive 
we can not use those results as an excuse to record lengthy and poorly constructed lectures and 
expect students to engage with and learn successfully from them. Indeed, best practices in 
differentiation in person are also often the best practices online (Beasly & Beck, 2017). 
Gradual Release Model. A high leverage practice that correlates directly to disciplinary 
specific literacy practices is using the gradual release model for academic readings to teach 
disciplinary literacy skills (Buehl, 2011; Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin-Rivas, 
2014). A gradual release model I found interesting is the Inquiry, Modeling, Shared, 
Collaborative, and Independent (IMSCI) model proposed for scaffolding literacy by Read, 
Landon-Hays, and Martin-Rivas (2014). Read, Landon-Hays, and Martin-Rivas (2014) found 
that while studying implementation of the IMSCI model in writing persuasive texts “a close look 
at the students’ finished writing reveals that the inquiry phase and teacher modeling clearly 
influenced the way that the students wrote their persuasive texts” (2014, p. 474). To apprentice 
students into becoming disciplinary insiders, we have to first practice inquiring texts to prime 
students for the academic readings (Buehl, 2011; Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin-
Rivas, 2014). Each disciplinary subject has a set of metacognitive strategies, or lenses, that are 
crucial for becoming literary insiders in that subject (Buehl, 2011). Modeling is a highly 
effective way to introduce those disciplinary specific metacognitive strategies to students in a 
scaffolded manner (Buehl, 2011; CEEDAR Center, 2017; Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, 
Marin-Rivas, 2014). The next steps after modeling are shared and collaborative work, where 
students work in flexible groups that are designed as needed to support their individual needs 
(CEEDAR Center, 2017; Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, Martin-Rivas, 2014; Tomlinson & 
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Moon, 2013; Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). The final step of the gradual release model is 
independent work where students are ready to successfully read or write on their own because of 
their scaffolded learning experiences in the inquiry, modeling, shared, and collaborative steps of 
the lesson plan (Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, Martin-Rivas, 2014). 
Disciplinary Literacy in a Social Studies Classroom 
 I am currently student teaching in World History and an elective Holocaust & Genocide 
class, so I made sure to research effective means of implementing differentiation and high 
leverage practices in a social studies classroom. Disciplinary literacy was the core of the research 
I found, as it is crucial for every class but especially so in social studies where students need to 
understand historiographical concepts, and many alternative literacy forms such as media literacy 
and consumer literacy to successfully reach the state standards (Buehl, 2011; Oregon Department 
of Education, 2018; Wilson & Landon-Hays, 2016). This begs the question though of how do we 
actually define literacy if it encompasses such a wide range of skills and settings? I am using the 
National Council of the Social Studies (2016) definition that “at the core of learning is 
Literacy—the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and produce communication. Media literacy 
expands the traditional concept of literacy to include the forms of communication that dominate 
the lives of our students” (Sperry & Baker, 2016, p. 183). 
 An integral part of the social studies curriculum is teaching disciplinary literacy to 
students. I read Buehl’s (2011) Developing Readers in the Disciplinary Literacies and learned 
that we need to apprentice students as disciplinary insiders by using the gradual release method 
to model reading with a disciplinary lens (Read, 2010; Read, et al., 2014). Buehl (2011) 
expounds upon Mandell & Malone’s (2007) self-questioning taxonomy for inquiring historical 
texts: 
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Cause and Effect. “Perhaps the most elemental question in studying history is “why”: 
What do we know to have happened, and why did this happen? “Why” questioning asks students 
to look for results, consequences, and effects and clarify reasons for these occurrence” (Buehl, 
2011, p. 188). 
Change and Continuity. “Historians are particularly interested in the dynamics of 
change. Living conditions change. Populations change. Technology changes. This focus area 
asks students to be vigilant in tracking any variables that do not remain constant for people” (pp. 
188-189). 
Turning Points. “Some events in history are hugely influential in determining the course 
of future events. Historians are especially tuned into these turning points when the future unfolds 
in a certain direction because of particular actions or changes” (p. 189). 
Using the Past. One compelling reason for studying history is to gain insight into our 
present circumstances. Our experiences of today, of course, have their antecedents in the past” 
(p. 189). 
Through Their Eyes. “A common flaw of historical study is to evaluate people through 
the biases of modern values and conditions. As a result students can become quite judgmental 
but not terribly insightful” (p.189).  
By modeling self-questioning taxonomies such as this one I can promote inquiry and model 
academic reading through a disciplinary lens in a single high leverage modeling activity (Buehl, 
2011; Read, 2010; Read, Landon-Hays, Martin-Rivas, 2014).  
Another strategy for scaffolding academic reading is matching students to the texts by 
building on their text-self, text-world, and text-text knowledge (Buehl, 2011; Wilson & Chavez, 
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2014). An excellent way to differentiate for readiness and interest in social studies literacy and to 
match readers to texts is to use alternative media such as graphic novels and films (Carano & 
Clabough, 2016; Sperry & Baker, 2016; Stoddard, 2014; Wilson & Chavez, 2014). This is 
especially useful in social studies as the image text sets used tend to be more diverse in form and 
function than the other disciplines (Wilson & Landon-Hays, 2016). Along with having students 
critique the content of image text sets we can have them examine the metadata of images as this 
gives insight into the subliminal messaging of the creator and my own biases as a cultivator of 
instructional content (2016). The artistic depictions in graphic novels help emerging readers 
comprehend the text and personalize the impacts of historical events on the characters (Carano & 
Clabough, 2016). Films also work well to show specific viewpoints on events and work well as a 
tool for teaching analysis as students already have a lot of experiences critically viewing and 
analyzing films in their personal lives (Sperry & Baker, 2016; Stoddard, 2014). Just like with 
social studies literacy there is a whole lexicon of language surrounding filmography. Teaching 
this language helps students analyze films accurately for characterization, sound & lighting, and 
cinematography (Clark et al., 2017).  Keep in mind that nonfiction films such as documentaries 
and newsreels are shown there should be an acknowledgement that they are biased 
representations of a single viewpoint, not objective representations of reality (Stoddard, 2014).  
 A critical component of disciplinary literacy in social studies is media literacy and 
consumer literacy (Buehl, 2011; Garrett & Schmeichel, 2012; Sperry & Baker, 2016). Garrett & 
Schmeichel (2012) think that an excellent way to build students’ media literacy is through 
political comedy shows like The Daily Show. Political comedy requires a lot of content and topic 
knowledge to understand but provide excellent critiques of common media practices (2012). 
Once students have enough content knowledge and understand the critiques being made they 
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become disciplinary insiders and can “get” the jokes (2012). Another way to use students’ 
generational knowledge is to have them critique corporations they are already familiar with 
(Malczewski et al., 2011; NCSS, 2016). This is especially critical as:   
today’s predominant storytellers are enormous transnational corporations that are 
appropriating public and private spaces. Less than 10 corporations own the majority of 
the world’s media, creating a small group of wealthy individuals with tremendous power 
to decide who and what will be represented and what lessons will be taught. (Sperry & 
Baker, 2016, p. 183) 
Malczewski et al. (2011) have students’ practice being anthropologists by observing their local 
Starbucks and recording observations of the customers’ experiences. They then had students 
compare that knowledge to the information they researched about the company’s trade practices 
to critique Starbucks as a corporate actor (2011). They found that: 
while we came away with concerns about the need to work toward more balanced student 
assessments of companies such as Starbucks, it was evident that the lesson had promoted 
a new type of questioning among students about the economic institutions  that surround 
us in twenty-first-century America. We believe that this venture in  economic literacy—
which the students embraced enthusiastically—fostered significant  student learning. 
(Malczewski et al., 2011, p. 148) 
As you can see the synergy created when combining differentiated instructional practices with 
disciplinary apprenticeship creates powerful learning experiences in a social studies classroom 
(Buehl, 2011; Malczewski et al., 2011; Wilson & Chavez, 2014). 
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 A good way to engage students in social studies specific literacy is to tie current events 
and students’ prior knowledge into lesson plans (Buehl, 2011; Malczewski et al., 2011; Sperry & 
Baker, 2016). But with the current political atmosphere there needs to be great care taken while 
discussing current events (Hess, 2005; Justice & Stanley 2016). Before we begin to teach 
contentious topics, we need “to ask how our political views influence what we think is a 
controversial issue in the first place, and what criteria we use to determine whether and how to 
approach issues in our teaching” (Hess, 2005, p. 47). When a topic is determined to be 
controversial then we can decide to avoid that topic altogether, privilege one side’s viewpoints 
over the others, or attempt to give a balanced assessment of each side (2005). There are many 
topics and viewpoints discussed in the media relating to inclusiveness and equity that we cannot 
remain silent on and should take a firm stand in support of our students of color (Justice & 
Stanley, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2009). To appropriately discuss these topics in an academic 
setting we need to assume that everyone is a reasonable actor in that “they propose standards for 
cooperation that are reasonable and justifiable for everyone to accept. Reasonable people are also 
ready to discuss the fair terms that others propose, and abide by the results of reasonable 
deliberation” (Justice & Stanley, 2016, p. 36). We should not shy away from difficult 
conversations in social studies classrooms, but the conversations we engage in should be 
deliberate, reasonable, empathetic, and grounded in culturally responsive pedagogy (Hess, 2005; 
Justice & Stanley, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2009). 
Summary 
 The literature reviewed here indicates that while there has been an extensive amount of 
research into differentiation, high leverage practices, and disciplinary literacy, the vast majority 
of that research was centered around traditional in person instruction. I did find some research on 
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best practices in an online learning environment while researching online formative assessment, 
the flipped classroom model, and flexible groupings, but that research was entirely based on 
university students. I am not surprised by these findings as there has only been nationwide 
adoption of the online learning platform since the outbreak of Covid-19 this year, but I am 
disappointed that there was such a dearth of research to pull from. I do not believe that research 
on university students is directly applicable to public high school students as there is a large 
difference in maturity, and motivation. That being said I think that many of the strategies and 
practices I covered in my review are extremely applicable and implementable in an online 
classroom at the high school level.  
 Given the findings of this literature review, the next chapter will explain the methods and 
procedures I used to gauge the effectiveness of these high leverage practices in increasing 
engagement in my virtual social studies classroom. The lack of prior research in this field shows 
why it is such an important topic on which to practice action research. We cannot let this be a 
wasted academic year. By implementing these practices in my practicum, I will hopefully 
increase engagement which will improve the learning experience of my students and my own 
learning experience as a student teacher. I am hopeful that we will be back in physical 
classrooms by next autumn. But if there are still aspects of online learning in a hybrid model, I 











 The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action 
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, journals, 
lesson plans, and data recorded from education technology platforms as the means of data 
collection. First, I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the 
foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of 
data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. 
Third, I will detail my context for the study and methods of data collection protocols, while 
maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledging my limitations as a 
researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing 
data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I 
implemented this study.  
Research Questions 
 My focus for this research was increasing student engagement in online learning.  
Specifically, I examined how my instruction improved while implementing engagement centered 
high leverage practices during my student teaching. This focus aligned with the following 
INTASC Standards for teacher professional development: Standards #1, #2, #3, and Standard #7: 
“The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous learning goals by 
drawing upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, 
as well as knowledge of learners and the community context” (INTASC, 2013, p. 35), and 
Standard #8: “The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage 
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learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills 
to apply knowledge in meaningful ways” (INTASC, 2013, p. 38). Additionally, I considered how 
studying my own practice in line with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and 
therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was to improve my instruction while 
completing my practicum online by creating more equitable outcomes for all my students. The 
research questions for this study were: 
1. Which high leverage practices do I feel are effective in increasing student 
engagement during instruction in online learning? From this question I hope to learn 
what researched and validated high leverage practices translate from traditional 
classrooms to online learning.  
Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test how I felt after implementing 
different high leverage practices in my online classroom. The primary data source for this 
research question is my journal reflections written after completing lessons.  
2. How do I incorporate social studies specific pedagogy into these practices? From this 
question I want to see how I take the high leverage practices that I deem effective in 
instruction and incorporate into them social studies specific pedagogy. How do I take 
generally effective practices and implement them into my online social studies 
classroom? How do I use them to differentiate my instruction and assessment?  
Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe how I incorporated social 
studies specific pedagogy into high leverage practices for increasing engagement. The main 
source of data for answering this question comes from lesson plans and education technology 
recordings.   
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3. How have my lesson plans changed over time while implementing these practices? 
From this question I hope to learn how my lesson planning changes over time as I 
begin to find successful and unsuccessful high leverage practices.    
Data gathered from this question was used to validate my initial reactions to implementing high 
leverage practices from my journals. If my lesson plans favor implementing certain high leverage 
practices over time it will validate which practices I unconsciously deemed more effective during 
instruction. The primary data source for this question will be lesson plans.  
INTASC Standards 
  INTASC standards are a set of standards created by the Council of Chief State School 
Officers that are intended to help teachers improve their instruction in an ever more complex 
environment. They are not only for beginner teachers but should also be used by experienced 
teachers to continually improve their praxis. In my research I will be focusing on INTASC 
Standard #1: “The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing that patterns 
of learning and development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic, social, 
emotional, and physical areas, and designs and implements developmentally appropriate and 
challenging learning experiences” (INTASC, 2013, P. 16), and #2: “The teacher uses 
understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and communities to ensure inclusive 
learning environments that enable each learner to meet high standards” (INTASC, 2013, p. 17). 
These two standards are integral to a teacher understanding the foundations of how students learn 
and how to differentiate their lessons for more equitable outcomes for all their students. I will 
then focus on INTASC Standard #3 “The teacher works with others to create environments that 
support individual and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, 
active engagement in learning, and self-motivation” (INSTASC, 2013, p. 21). This standard is 
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the core of my research as creating an online classroom that encourages positive social 
interaction through active engagement and increased intrinsic motivation is one of my primary 
goals.  
In addition to the previous standards that focus on my understanding of developmental 
psychology, equitable instruction, and creating an engaging learning environment I am also 
going to measure my praxis against standards #7 and #8. Standard #7 says “the teacher plans 
instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous learning goals by drawing upon 
knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as 
knowledge of learners and the community context” (INTASC, 2013, p. 34). This standard 
focuses on my planning for instruction based on the knowledge I have about my community of 
learners. Since instruction is online right now, I need to be very intentional about building that 
knowledge base. Standard #8 is “the teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional 
strategies to encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their 
connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways” (INSTASC, 2013, p. 
38). Standard #8 is where I take the knowledge I’ve gained from my MAT courses, my literature 
review, my work building positive relationships with students, and my experiences in lesson 
planning, and focus it on implementing those high leverage practices for the benefit of my 
community of learners.  
Methods and Procedures 
 Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data 
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to 
choose methods that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was 
paying attention to and improving my own practice through data collection. Accordingly, this 
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study was designed as an action research study. Action research is an integral part of the toolkit 
of a critical educator. It is a method of research where an educator qualitatively studies their own 
praxis to gain insight and enact improvements. Sagor (2000) states that there are three main 
purposes for action research: our obligation as educators towards students, the need for personal 
and collective efficacy, and the need to add to the professional knowledge base of our school and 
the greater community of educators.  All teachers should be striving to improve their quality of 
planning, instruction, and assessment throughout their professional careers, and action research 
provides an avenue for an educator to complete that research without the resources and time 
commitment required for a quantitative study. Because of this action research can and should be 
completed during the normal instructional cycles of a school year. Action research can be done 
on any facet of a professional educator’s job requirements and is best done in accordance with 
sets of professional standards such as the INTASC standards. As the INTASC standards vary 
from classroom management to differentiation to professionalism so too can action research vary 
on whatever facet the educator deems most important or most in need of improvement. 
Though the purpose of action research can vary widely, the research itself has rigid 
requirements associated with types of appropriate data and how it is collected. The subject of 
action research is the educator, not the students. Therefore, data must be collected exclusively on 
the educator. There can be some quantitative measurements, but they must be based on 
observations or artifacts of the educator themselves such as the amount of wait time after a 
question, or the number of formative assessments given per class. These observations must be 
both valid (meaning the data is truthful) and reliable (meaning the data accurately represents the 
claim) (Sagor, 2000).  I was at first confused by the idea of researching myself, but once I 
realized that in action research my goal is to improve my own praxis it made sense to study 
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myself. Though my overarching goal is to improve the academic and socio-economic outcomes 
of all students in my school community that goal can best be reached by improving myself as an 
educator. 
Data Collection 
 The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data 
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out 
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in 
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues and provides answers 
pertinent to the research questions.  As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help 
you answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools 
related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following 
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of 
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against 
themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be 
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and 
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different 
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was 
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledged the 
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak & Padak, 1994). By focusing on 
data in connection to my research questions, my attention was tuned to other pieces of data that 
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the 
study as they had relevance to my research questions.  
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 Because my research questions focus on increasing engagement in online learning, I 
chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and the interventions 
I identified aligned with the research topic.  The types of data I chose to collect are described 
next.  
Lesson Plans. Collecting data from my lesson plans was integral to seeing which high 
leverage practices I favored, how I implemented social studies specific pedagogy into my 
lessons, and how my lesson plans evolved over time. The lesson plans themselves acted as a 
schedule for instruction, and even though I cannot gain much qualitative data from them I can 
find quantitative data showing patterns of practices over time. I hope to learn how my planning 
has changed from the start of my practicum and how those changes show which types of high 
leverage practices I subconsciously prefer.  
Instructional Journals. After instruction I wrote journal entries which reflected on my 
planning, instruction, and assessment. These will act as qualitative data to triangulate against the 
other objective data from my lesson plans and video observations. From my journals, I hope to 
find which high leverage practices are the most effective in increasing engagement in my online 
classroom, how these practices are best implemented, and how they can be paired with social 
studies specific pedagogy for my world history classroom. This ties in well with my research 
questions regarding which high leverage practices I feel are effective in an online learning 
environment and how I incorporate social studies specific pedagogy into these practices.  
Education Technology. The last type of data I have collected is observations of my 
instruction from education technology. In accordance with my school districts directions, I have 
recorded all of my classes on Google Classroom. This includes both a video recording of the 
lesson as well as a transcription of the written chat. Additionally, I recorded all of the data from 
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the online formative assessments proctored on the Pear Deck application. This has created a 
wealth of data that shows a baseline from the very beginning of my practicum. These resources 
can be used to gather objective data surrounding my implementation of these high leverage 
practices during instruction. These recordings also show how I include social studies specific 
pedagogy into these best practices and how that changes over time in accordance with the 
changes in my lesson plans.  
Context of the Study 
 I have completed my action research project during my student teaching at a large high 
school in the suburbs of Portland, Oregon. I have been working at the school for several years 
prior to starting my MAT as a study hall monitor, so I know the community, student body, 
faculty, and district quite well. The school serves students from several communities including a 
dense and low-income urban area, a wealthy suburban city in the hills, and rural communities 
spreading from the edge of the suburbs. This wide range in cultures and socio-economic 
backgrounds creates a diverse student body and many different visions of success among the 
parents, students, and educators of the district. The school has approximately 2,500 students, and 
is around 60% white with large communities of Vietnamese, Chinese, Mexican, and Russian 
students. Almost 30% of the students are economically disadvantaged, and around 25% are 
English Language Learners. There are around 29 students per class which is slightly higher than 
the average class size in Oregon.  
The school is organized into campuses and departments. Because of a rapidly growing 
student population the school turned an old middle school located about a quarter mile away into 
the secondary campus. There is no clear organization of grades or departments between the two 
campuses. Additionally, there are three specialized campuses shared by all the high schools in 
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the district where shop, technical, and agricultural classes are located. Students have educational 
opportunities unheard of in a smaller district, but the many campuses also lead to a lack of 
cohesive school culture and many students feeling lost in the system. The departments are 
organized by subject but not location. So many social studies teachers only see each other during 
all staff or departmental meetings. There are Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) but 
they are essentially also location based as the teachers choose the coworkers they know best to 
form a PLC (normally those on the same campus as them). There is a department head for each 
department, but they essentially act as an advocate for the department with admin and do not 
have much influence over their fellow teachers. I was working with my cooperating teacher on 
the East Campus and the members of his PLC that all taught world history. We met online and in 
person regularly to plan, reflect, and improve instruction. I also had a good working relationship 
with the other members of the department and the administrators who were a huge support for 
me as I took this next step in my career. 
The school normally operates on a block schedule, but because of distance learning we 
had a new schedule this year. For the first and third quarters, students only had their Day 1 
classes of the block schedule, and then during the second and fourth quarters they had their Day 
2 classes. They had two synchronous classes in the morning (live video calls on Google Meet), 
and two asynchronous classes in the afternoon (essentially structured homework time). The 
school followed that schedule Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, so students have each 
live class twice a week. Wednesdays were homeroom in the morning and then office hours in the 
afternoons where students could get tutoring, ask questions, and meet with their counselors. The 
faculty had all staff meetings on Wednesday mornings and regular professional development in 
the afternoons. For my student teaching, I was observing and instructing world history courses 
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for tenth graders and two sections of upper-grade Holocaust & Genocide during quarter two, 
three sections of World History in quarter three, and then one section of World History and two 
Modern Middle East classes in quarter four.  
Because I taught a required sophomore world history course and an upper-grade elective 
course I got to teach students from just about every walk of life in the school. I had many English 
Language Learners, students with IEP’s and 504’s, students from diverse backgrounds, and 
talented and gifted students all in the same classes. I feel so lucky to have had the opportunity to 
teach to such a diverse group of students as it inspired me to be a better educator by 
differentiating just about every aspect of my instruction. Since my school district is large and 
mostly urban, we have been exclusively in comprehensive distance learning for the past year and 
will be either remote or hybrid for the duration of the pandemic. This challenge presents the 
basis for my action research project. To differentiate for my diverse students, I needed to have 
positive relationships with them and know their backgrounds, readiness, interests, and learning 
profiles. But how could I do that if I just saw a wall of blank screens in a Google Meet? By 
implementing effective high leverage practices for increasing engagement in my instruction I 
built a foundation for differentiation in my online classroom. 
Participants 
 Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant 
in the study was myself as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student 
teaching program, I became interested in several ideas that would help me to improve my 
instruction. Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research 
question. To lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is 
important to describe my role in the classroom where I teach. I started my journey in education 
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by volunteering as an English teacher in Vietnam for several months after college. I had a 
transformative experience, and even though I had not seriously considered teaching as a career 
before that, it was definitely on my mind afterwards. After that time in Vietnam, I continued my 
travels and about nine months and five countries later I returned home completely broke but 
filled with memories and experiences to last a lifetime. I started looking for work and was hired 
as a study hall monitor at the school where I am currently student teaching. I had up to 50 
students at a time in my classroom and provided tutoring, connection to support services, career 
counseling, first aid, conflict mediation, and many other classroom management strategies 
necessary for the functioning of the study hall. I loved my job as a study hall monitor as I was 
able to support students and be involved with the community in such a positive way. After 
running the study hall for three years I wanted to be able to further my involvement and have a 
more intellectually challenging role in the school, so I applied for Western Oregon’s MAT 
program. I observed and instructed in my cooperating teacher’s (CT) classroom from September 
of 2020 to June of 2021. I had known my CT from my role working as a study hall monitor but 
had never observed him teach. Right off the bat our personal and instructional styles clicked and 
my time in his classroom was the highlight of a very difficult year. When he would teach, I 
would answer questions in the chat, take notes on students, help monitor breakout rooms, and 
provide individual tutoring. He helped me plan lessons and I helped him look for resources to 
transform his curriculum into the online learning model. As I started teaching later in the term, 
he would help me in synchronous lessons in much the same way I had supported his instruction 
earlier.  
When we started winter term in January, I took over his world history class to gain 
further experience and so he could focus on Holocaust & Genocide. Unfortunately, only a week 
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into the term my CT’s wife passed away unexpectedly, leaving him to care for his two young 
daughters. It was an incredibly difficult time to say the least. But the school community is strong, 
and his family had an enormous amount of support. The day she passed the principal called me 
and asked if I could step in and teach full time until my CT was able to come back. I agreed 
without a second thought, and the district provided a substitute teacher to satisfy the requirement 
of a licensed teacher in the classroom. The substitute was a big support for me, but she did not 
know the students or curriculum at all (she had a secondary science certification). So, for several 
weeks I was teaching full time in both world history and Holocaust & Genocide. It was a deeply 
formative experience for me and even though it was in such difficult circumstances it really 
reinforced how much I love teaching and how much positive influence teachers can have in that 
role. This year was difficult for so many reasons, but in this senseless and heartbreaking tragedy 
I was able to bring a little light and stability to the lives of my students. My CT is back in the 
classroom now and I helped him ease back into the job by supporting him with struggling 
students, reaching out to parents, communicating with administration, lesson planning, 
instruction, grading, paperwork, and more. For obvious reasons, my CT was not a huge part of 
the planning process for my action research project the past couple months. But he did provide 
support for me as I was thinking through my end goals with the project and in my literature 
review.  
How I Studied My Teaching 
 I put several actions in place to study my own teaching. To find how I could implement 
high leverage practices to increase student engagement in an online classroom I first had to 
establish a baseline to measure my progress against. To do that I started writing lesson plans, 
writing reflective journals, and recording my lessons during the early stages of my practicum. 
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That way as I began to implement high leverage practices, I could compare my lesson plans, 
journals, and recordings as I progressed through my student teaching. My initial baseline data is 
from the first lessons I taught in my practicum in the autumn of 2020, and I will continue 
gathering data until late April of 2021. I will be triangulating my data points from the different 
types of data I am collecting.  
The first type of data I collected is from the lesson plans I wrote throughout my student 
teaching experience. After collecting the lesson plans, I began a document analysis that is a part 
of the necessary triangulation to corroborate my data and therefore strengthen my findings 
(Bowen, 2009). Analyzing my lesson plans made my research more efficient and feasible as I did 
not have to perform quantitative research on my students (2009). I carefully read through my 
lesson plans to find recurring themes and began to categorize data points in the plans into those 
themes. As the themes and data points solidified, I was able to draw conclusions from the 
patterns I found. A potential disadvantage of this method is the potential bias in my lesson plans 
and in my analysis of them (Triad 3, 2016). To overcome this bias, I triangulated my research 
through journals and video observations. These lesson plans show how often I planned high 
leverage practices into my lessons and how, when, and in connection to which learning tasks I 
implemented those practices.  
I also collected data from reflective journal entries written after instruction. Journaling 
has a long history as a data collection method, both for the humanities and the sciences. Since I 
collected multiple types of data, journaling “offers a way to triangulate data and pursue 
interpretations in a dialogic manner” (Janesick, 1998, p. 11). Journaling is not so much about 
gathering hard quantitative data but about gathering robust qualitative data. Journaling can help a 
researcher refine their role in research through reflection, refine their understanding of the other 
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data points in their study, and use a journal as an interactive communicative tool between the 
researcher and participants (1998). My journals helped me answer my research questions by 
providing evidence of the effectiveness of high leverage practices in my classes and my thoughts 
on implementing social studies specific pedagogy in an online classroom.  
The final data set I collected will be from observations of my recorded lessons. After I 
performed a document analysis to find codes and themes in my lesson plans and reflections, I 
transcribed recordings of those lessons and gathered data from OFAs to observe my own 
instruction as a researcher. Observation has a long history as a data collection method and is a 
complex method as the observer has many different sensory modes they use while observing. In 
this instance it will be especially complex as I will be observing myself as the subject, so I must 
strive to remain detached and neutral so I can record valid and reliable data (Baker, 2006). Since 
I watched recordings instead of observing in person this negates the potential interference in the 
lesson that my observation would have, but it also lessens my ability as a researcher to only be 
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Chapter 4 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
Research Questions 
 This section uses the data I gathered from lesson plans, journal reflections, and class 
recordings to answer the research questions proposed in chapter 3 of this paper. These questions 
are as follows: Which high leverage practices do I feel are effective in increasing student 
engagement during instruction in online learning? How do I incorporate social studies specific 
pedagogy into these practices? And finally, how have my lesson plans changed over time while 
implementing these practices? By answering these questions using the data I have gathered I will 
be able to find the most effective high leverage practices implemented in my classroom, how 
these were best implemented in a social studies specific pedagogy, and how my practice matured 
during the duration of my student teaching. 
 So, which high leverage practices do I feel are effective in increasing student engagement 
during instruction in online learning? I have quantitative data I gathered from the lesson plans I 
wrote before teaching classes (see Appendix A). These are by no means completely accurate as 
they reflect what I was planning on teaching instead of what I actually taught, but by correlating 
the quantitative data gathered from them and comparing it to the qualitative data from my post 
instruction reflections I could strengthen my findings (see Appendix B). I also took certain 
segments or lessons that I felt were especially effective and watched the video recordings/read 
through the data recorded from OFAs to find why the high leverage practices implemented 
increased engagement (see Appendix C). I was initially considering watching and transcribing all 
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my lesson recordings but transcribing 16 hours of video was beyond the scope of this action 
research project.  
Data Analysis and Coding Process 
 I began my data analysis by reading through the sixteen lesson plans I had written during 
the third quarter. As I read, I kept my eyes open for similarities in the lesson plans. As certain 
patterns of practice came into focus, I began to group them into codes. Initially there were only 
three codes: formative assessments, differentiation, and disciplinary literacy. But as I read 
through the lesson plans several more times and examined those groupings it became evident that 
three groupings were not enough to give an accurate picture of my implementation of high 
leverage practices.  
For the first grouping of formative assessments, I found that there were two types of 
assessments that kept showing up. The first type was traditional formative assessments that could 
have been implemented in a normal classroom without technology. These consisted of starter 
questions, informal observations during group work, and exit tickets. The second type of 
assessments were OFAs. These are formative assessments that utilize technology to engage 
students in the lesson, and measure learning in real time from all students in ways that would be 
impossible without integrated technology. A good example of an OFA is Pear Deck which I will 
describe in greater detail in the individual high leverage practices section. In the lesson plan 
segment shown below in Figure 1 you can see the normal formative assessment implemented as 
a starter question, and the OFA implemented on the Pear Deck platform. Seeing their difference 
in implementation in the lesson plan shows how they really needed to be categorized under 
different codes. 
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Figure 1 




I will welcome students to class and have the 
starter question presented. After about 5 
minutes I will initiate a classwide discussion 
where students can share their answers and I 
will get a feel for prior knowledge and readiness 
for the day.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will write their answer to 
the starter question and share it if so 
inclined when finished. If nobody 
shares voluntarily the students will be 
called upon to answer.   
20 
min 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open Pear Deck and we will 
learn about the Russian Revolution and the end 
of the war in a slide series that is filled with 
various formative assessments. I will read the 
answers to the assessments and change my 
instruction depending on their answers.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along with the 
lecture and ask questions/make 
comments at will. When slides have 
formative assessments on them 
students will answer to the best of 
their ability. 
Note. Two learning activities from lesson #7 in Appendix A. 
 The next split in coding happened with disciplinary literacy. Disciplinary literacy was a 
vague group that encompassed both literacy and pedagogical best practices for social studies. I 
found in the lesson plans that there were two very different learning segment types where I 
assigned elements of social studies readings, films, or text sets for the students to work on. The 
first type was where I would assign the text for students to independently read or view, and then 
respond to questions. The second type of segment was where I used disciplinary modeling such 
as reading through a historical lens using a gradual release method to support development of 
their disciplinary literacy skills. Since these were two very different practices they went into 
different codes, even if they might have both belonged to the same grouping – disciplinary 
literacy. As you can see from the lesson in Figure 2, I first show students how to use a GIS 
interface and then support them as they explore the map themselves. These are both meant to 
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teach students about globalization through mapping software but one of them is a teacher 
centered practice and the other is a student-centered practice. 
Figure 2 
Lesson Plan #14 
10 
mins 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open up the Globalization 
Scavenger hunt on Google Classroom and find 
3 things around their house made on 3 different 
continents. Students will then open up 
marinetraffic.com and I will model how to find 
ships and shipping data from the website. 
Students will then fill in the scavenger hunt 
worksheet using the information they find on 
the GIS map.  
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open up the 
Globalization Scavenger hunt on 
Google Classroom and find 3 things 
around their house made on 3 
different continents. Students will 
then fill in the scavenger hunt 
worksheet using the information 
they find on the GIS map.  
Note. A learning activity from lesson #14 in Appendix A. 
The final two coding groupings that emerged were differentiation and flexible groupings. 
Flexible grouping is traditionally included as an integral part of differentiation. But there were 
two major differences I saw. In my lesson plans differentiation normally referred to major 
differentiated assessments such as the Letters from the Trenches. This assessment took several 
weeks of learning and scaffolding for students to complete and was differentiated by content so 
students could succeed based on their individual interests, readiness, and learner profiles. Many 
learning segments were structured specifically to support this assessment, so I considered those 
learning segments as differentiated segments. Those segments would have looked similar online 
or in person, as many of them were filling out notes during lectures or practicing language 
functions. As opposed to those segments, flexible groupings looked very different in distance 
learning. Students were in breakout rooms completely isolated from the rest of the classroom and 
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I could only observe/assist one group at a time. Because these groupings were so different in 
form and function from their standard iterations, I felt I had to consider them as a different code 
type from the rest of differentiation to really analyze their implementation and effectiveness. In 
the lesson plan segment in Figure 3 you can see how in the same learning segment I am utilizing 
both flexible groupings (as I reconvene the class from separate breakout rooms into one Google 
Meets) and differentiation (the students have different tasks in the groups depending on their 
interests and strengths).  
Figure 3 




I will reconvene the students for the final 
summit of world leaders. I will have each 
President share their final positions to 
benefit their nations the most. We will 
then discuss the simulation as a group and 
what we learned. I will assign a reflection 
on the sim and release the students.   
Closure: 
The Presidents will share their final 
strategic positioning and we will see 
which nation is most successful at 
growing their power. Students will then 
share their experiences and learning with 
the group. They will complete a reflection 
sheet for homework and sign off.   
Note. A learning activity from lesson #2 in Appendix A.  
Findings 
Research Question #1  
After coding those different high leverage practices (HLPs) into different groupings I was 
able to find the quantitative data to begin answering my question of which HLPs I found to be 
the most effective at increasing engagement. I counted up all the different coding classifications 
and created the chart below that shows their frequency in my lesson plans. Figure 4 is based on 
the sub-groupings that arose during my coding, and the Figure 5 is sorted by frequency of 
implementation.  
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Figure 4 
Lesson Plan HLP Data by Grouping 
Formative assessments 21 
Online Formative assessments 16 
Disciplinary Literacy 22 
Modeling/Gradual Release 5 




Lesson Plan HLP Data by Frequency 
Disciplinary Literacy 22 
Formative Assessments 21 
Online Formative Assessments 16 
Differentiation 14 
Flexible Grouping 7 
Modeling/Gradual Release 5 
 
 As you can see from the figure above, I use disciplinary literacy the most in my classes 
with formative assessments following closely behind. The third most common HLP is online 
formative assessments, with differentiation following close behind. I implemented flexible 
groupings at half the frequency of differentiation and modeling/gradual release at the lowest 
frequency of all. I will give an analysis of my implementation of each practice using data from 
my journal reflections to give some qualitative depth to the quantitative aspect of the lesson 
plans.  
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Formative Assessments. Formative assessments are the most frequent HLPs I use for 
several reasons. I start out almost every class with a starter question. These are questions that 
help activate prior knowledge of the topic we are studying and help me gauge that knowledge so 
I can adjust the lesson accordingly. Starter questions are followed by discussions where students 
can share their knowledge and construct new understandings with their peers. My journal entry 
from lesson #4 (Appendix A) below shows how engaging a well written starter question can be: 
Another thing that I felt went well today was the starter question formative assessment. I 
asked the students “How do you think young people felt about going to war at the very 
beginning of WWI?” and they responded with mature and nuanced answers. Some 
thought it would be very exciting because of the adventure and their acceptance of 
propaganda, while others thought some would have more knowledge of the realities of 
war and be scared about conscription. This question helps scaffold one of the 
requirements for the summative assessment so I am feeling confident about their ability 
to successfully complete that assessment based on their knowledge and analysis shown in 
this formative assessment. (Appendix B) 
The question primes and gauges student knowledge, helps build a positive learning environment 
through engaging discussion, and acts as a scaffold for participating in the next learning segment.  
 Another excellent way to format a starter question is to use students’ interests and 
creative thinking skills to engage learners who might now be really interested in more traditional 
questions. A good example of this is from lesson #7 (Appendix A) where I ask: 
My starter question was “How would life be different if Germany won WWI?” The 
students got really into the question and used all sorts of prior knowledge and analysis to 
try and predict an alternate reality. Some good ideas were that SW US would be Mexico, 
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German culture would be really dominant around the world, and the US wouldn’t be a 
superpower. By using such a creative question the students willingly went above and 
beyond in their participation. (Appendix B) 
This example shows how a question requiring creative thinking activates prior knowledge just as 
well as a more formal question but additionally provides an opportunity for students to practice 
their analysis and prediction skills. Another way to engage students in starter questions is to ask 
about topics of great interest to students already. I was able to do this during lesson #15 
(Appendix A) when we were talking about the repercussions of globalization on us and our 
planet. Many of my students are very eco-conscious and from my reflection below you can see 
how engaged they were in the question: 
We had a starter question that the students really seemed to care about. I asked them how 
we could consume responsibly and students had great ideas about doing research on 
brands, buying local, reducing consumption etc. The kids are pretty eco minded already 
so were able to share a bunch they had learned already with their peers which they were 
pretty stoked about. (Appendix B) 
As you can see, providing opportunities for students to share their passions with their peers in a 
supportive learning environment can have really positive results towards increasing student 
engagement. Because of the frequency of starter questions in my lesson it is difficult to draw a 
correlation between successful lessons and the presence of formative assessments. But it is 
evident that the practices described above were all integral parts of successfully engaging lessons 
I taught this term. 
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Online Formative Assessments (OFAs). Even though I utilized OFAs less frequently 
than normal formative assessments, their implementation was almost universally positive 
according to my reflections. In fact, lesson #6 (Appendix A) is the only lesson I taught this 
quarter where my reflections showed that a learning segment with OFAs went poorly. During 
this lesson on WWI: 
I then gave a Pear Deck lecture about global war, but I just tried to include way too much. 
I had tried to differentiate the lecture by giving students a choice on which countries they 
wanted to learn about based on their interests, but it just was too wide a variety of places 
and didn’t really create a cohesive lecture. I had way too many slides and had to rush 
through while not really implementing any engagement strategies or formative 
assessments. (Appendix B) 
In this lesson it wasn’t the OFA that was faulty but my planning and implementation of it. You 
can see my recognition of the effectiveness of OFAs begin to emerge in my journal reflections 
(Appendix B). After teaching lesson #9 (Appendix A), I wrote in my journal that, “as it is the last 
class before spring break I’m not at all surprised by the lack of participation today. Students 
seem to be holding their breaths for Friday and I can’t really blame them. I really should have 
done a Pear Deck today to increase engagement but to be honest I was kind of checked out too” 
(Appendix B). By the halfway point of the term, I was well aware of the effectiveness of OFAs 
in increasing engagement and was able to recognize that the failure of the lesson was not actually 
the students’ lack of motivation to participate but my lack of motivation to prepare quality 
lessons using HLPs right before spring break. In a journal entry for lesson #10 (Appendix A), I 
wrote how “I had wanted to do a Pear Deck but there were several videos embedded in the 
lecture that don’t work with Pear Deck’s system. I think it’s one of the major flaws of the app” 
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(Appendix B). I knew the technological limitations of the OFA during planning and decided to 
use video in the learning segment instead of static slides. Both examples show how OFA’s are 
limited by the current technology and our proficiency with said technology. Lesson planning 
already takes up a significant amount of my time as a new teacher and adding more apps to use 
during planning and instruction makes a complex and time-consuming process even more 
difficult at times.  
 But the results of using OFAs speak for themselves. The most common OFA I use is Pear 
Deck which is a Google Slides extension my school district paid for that lets you put questions 
directly on slides for students to answer. You can see students’ answers in real time, share them 
with the class, and provide individual feedback. The questions can be multiple choice, short 
answer, draggable icons, or drawings. This provides opportunities to plan varied and interesting 
lessons that engage students in lessons, gauge their knowledge, and deepen their learning. While 
the students are answering I can adjust my instruction based on the results of the questions, share 
especially cogent answers with the class, ask further questions to deepen learning, and provide 
individual feedback on the app if students need correction or support. The possibilities of Pear 
Deck are exemplified perfectly in lesson #12 (Appendix A): 
Then we did another series of Pear Deck questions where students developed an 
argument on one side or another about whether or not violence is justifiable if it prevents 
more violence, then what if the violence is committed against innocent people, then if the 
Japanese would have surrendered without great violence committed against their civilians 
and finally using all those answers whether or not the bombings where justifiable. 
Students really got into it and strongly took one side or another until the final question. 
They really cared about the topic and several struggled with coming up with a yes or no 
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answer as they had very nuanced opinions about each side. I really enjoyed the 
discussions and seeing students’ thought progressions. Since the arguments were 
scaffolded like that using Pear Deck all of the students were able to at least answer the 
final question, whereas if I had just asked it cold then almost certainly most students 
would have either ignored the question or answered “I don’t know.” (Appendix B) 
The true power of OFAs is shown in this learning segment. Not only do I get to assess all 
students in real time and adjust instruction, I am also scaffolding students’ ability to use an 
essential language function in building a historical argument and supporting it with evidence. 
OFAs are useful on their own, but when mixed with other high leverage practices they become 
powerful tools that can drastically improve engagement and understanding in online classrooms.  
Disciplinary Literacy. Disciplinary literacy was the widest ranging practice I 
implemented in my study. I used many different forms including reading through an academic 
lens; practicing language functions such as analysis and argument building; media literacy; film 
literacy; propaganda analysis; and primary source research. Creating individual data using these 
different varieties of literacy would have muddied the waters of my data analysis by creating too 
many categories for the small scope of this action research project. But by combining them into 
one category we see how necessary it is to implement a wide range of literacy practices in an 
effective classroom.  
 A foundational practice for history literacy is researching primary sources to get accurate 
accounts of historical events. Though I started the quarter using articles and expository readings 
that my mentor had used previously I quickly found that primary sources were much more 
engaging for students to read. In the passage below we used survivor accounts to humanize 
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survivors of the Holocaust and use the personal narratives to soften the edges of what can be 
brutal and clinical history: 
Students went onto the US Holocaust memorial website and found survivor stories. They 
wrote the facts down and then put them into a narrative. Unfortunately we didn’t have 
enough time for students to share the stories they found, but there was a lot of 
engagement in the class as we could watch students filling out the worksheet on Google 
classroom. Obviously in person this would have been a much more powerful learning 
activity, but the students are interested in the topic anyways and using primary sources as 
riveting as Holocaust survivor stories is a great way to get students interested in academic 
history readings. (Appendix B) 
You can see direct evidence of my recognition of the effectiveness of using primary sources 
when in the next lesson I wrote that “Since the survivor accounts were so effective last class, I 
had students read a Hiroshima survivor account as homework to build their disciplinary literacy 
skills” (Appendix B). The quantitative and qualitative evidence from my lesson plans and 
journals makes a strong case for the effectiveness of survivor account primary sources in 
increasing engagement.  
 Another common disciplinary literacy practice I implemented was the use of film to give 
visual evidence of historical events. I used several types of footage in the term, but the three 
major categories were raw historical footage without narration, footage with narration in the 
form of documentaries or propaganda newsreels, and finally historical films. Each of these was 
implemented in slightly different ways for different reasons, and the reactions from students 
reflected those differences. All three types of footage were extremely effective in engaging 
students. My evidence for this is shown in my journals as “I really wanted to show the footage 
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because we are starting to get into the eras where there is high-definition color footage available 
from what we’re studying and it makes history come alive so well. I asked students how they felt 
after watching and many said how real it seemed/how recent it felt. So I’m definitely going to 
continue including video like that to tie this history into the perceived narratives that students 
already have/try and shake those narratives up a bit.” (Appendix B). Footage of historical events 
makes history come alive in a way to which no other medium can really compare. Many of my 
students think of the events of the 20th century as ancient history and are shocked to learn that 
my grandparents witnessed many of the turning points we learn about.  
Another great way to use this footage is to show newsreel and propaganda clips which 
show much of the same footage but with biased narration and video editing. I used newsreels to 
great effect during lesson #3 (Appendix A) to show the rampant propaganda and nationalism in 
the lead up to WWI: “at the end we did a media literacy exercise and watched and analyzed 
propaganda newsreels from the beginning of the war. Students caught on right away that they 
were propaganda and were able to name different ways it was biased” (Appendix B). Propaganda 
is an essential part of media literacy. We start off with obvious propaganda to create a baseline 
idea of the form and then gradually fine tune our analysis to be able to recognize it in subtler 
forms and different media. Propaganda is also effective as it shows the time period’s zeitgeist 
and can greatly improve our understanding of popular support for actions we would consider 
morally reprehensible today.  
The final form of film literacy I implemented were historical films. I only showed two of 
these in the term. One was the movie They Shall Not Grow Old which is a film about British 
soldiers’ experience in the Great War. They digitally restored old film, colorized it, and narrated 
it to create a modern retelling of the war. We watched this film during a day where over half the 
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students were absent because a winter storm cut power for thousands of residents in the area. The 
students were by no means required to attend during the day but of the ones who showed up to 
class “the vast majority of my students stuck around and watched while chatting with each other 
in the text chat” (Appendix B). A film that could have been utilized to great effect was 1917. My 
implementation of it in the lesson was poorly planned though:  
I started class off with a clip from the movie 1917 showing life in the trenches. I 
wanted students to write down what they noticed on their notes sheet from the letters 
from the trenches assignment. But I didn’t give instructions clearly enough so most 
students just watched the clip and then didn't write anything down. I also wasted a great 
opportunity to utilize media criticism in the lesson by asking about biases/unrealistic 
parts of the clip but it didn’t cross my mind till afterwards. (Appendix B) 
As you can see the film could have been used as scaffolding for successful completion of an 
authentic writing assignment, evidence of historical inaccuracies, and biases in cinema. But 
because of my poor planning it was merely a movie clip.  
 The final form of literacy I will share is also the form that I am most excited about 
implementing. This form is alternative literacies, which span everything from graphic novels to 
musical anthropology. A form that I used to great effect is geographical information systems 
(GIS), which is data overlaid on mapping software. It can revolutionize spatial understandings of 
history and the present. I used GIS during our globalization unit to provide concrete details for 
global trade: 
Then for the best part of class I had students do a quick scavenger hunt to find things 
made on three different continents in their house. We then went onto a GIS service called 
marinetraffic.com and found ships carrying goods to or from our countries. I modeled it 
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by sharing my screen with the kids and then they explored the map overlays themselves. 
Some of the students were really interested and found all sorts of cool ships like LNG 
carriers, salvage ships, yachts etc. (Appendix B) 
The students were finding direct evidence of globalization in their own homes, and connecting 
them to international shipping logistics, showing the vast scale and interwoven complexities of 
global trade. Students were very interested in the software and the systems it showed, with one 
student who was adopted from Guatemala learning all about Guatemala’s fruit export economy, 
and thus the history of the United Fruit Company. This all began when he found a banana with a 
Chiquita label in his kitchen during the scavenger hunt.  
Modeling/Gradual Release. Modeling and gradual release are necessary parts of 
disciplinary literacy but require more on the part of the teacher than simply finding and assigning 
sources for students. Though these HLPs are not particularly engaging in their own right they are 
necessary to scaffold student engagement in literary sources. So, in a sense these are a precursor 
to successful disciplinary literacy and should be used simultaneously with high quality sources 
so students can practice their literacy skills while also learning from and engaging with the 
content. I purposefully structured modeling and gradual release into my lessons, as you can see 
below during content heavy lesson #4 (Appendix A) early in the term: 
I read an academic reading on the Schlieffen plan to the class, and since this was the first 
academic reading we have done since we reconvened class, I modeled reading through an 
academic lens and inquiring the text. Students took notes on their copies of the reading 
and looking through their work I was encouraged to see both their obvious engagement 
through writing down my modeling but also their own inquiries and notes. Going forward 
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I will gradually release my support on academic readings until they are able to 
successfully inquire texts on their own. (Appendix B) 
This is in stark contrast to the disciplinary literacy activity we did in lesson #11 (Appendix A) 
where students chose from many different survivor accounts of the Holocaust and rewrote their 
stories of escape and survival in their own words. This activity would have been impossible to 
model as each survivor account is completely different, so students had to have built those skills 
necessary to read and interpret historical accounts earlier in the term to be able to successfully 
complete this assignment. But since we had scaffolded these abilities with modeling and gradual 
release in the first half of the term “there was a lot of engagement in the class as we could watch 
students filling out the worksheet on Google Classroom” (Appendix B). 
Modeling and gradual release are not only necessary to build literacy skills but are 
fundamental in building academic language skills as well. Since much of historical writing is 
about building and supporting arguments with historical evidence students need to have those 
functions modeled and scaffolded in order to practice their use. In lesson #3 (Appendix A) 
shown below I modeled the first in a series of gradually more complex questions students were 
asked to answer using the Pear Deck OFA. As the questions got more complex, I released my 
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Figure 6 




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open up the 
Predicting Conflict Pear Deck and guide 
them through it. I will support my ELL’s 
by giving concrete examples of both 
academic vocab and the language 
functions of analyzing and predicting by 
modeling the first question with the 
class.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the Pear Deck and use the 
progressively more complex questions to build 
their understanding of the factors that contributed 
to the outbreak of war. I can watch them do this in 
real time on the Pear Deck and can use this to 
share especially cogent answers with the class or 
correct some common misconceptions. 
 
There is a clear difference between this language function practice in lesson #3 (Appendix A) 
and the analysis practice we did in lesson #12 (Appendix A) where students had to answer a 
series of questions that scaffolded their ability to take a stand on whether the atomic bombing of 
Japan was justified. I had gradually released my support and didn’t model the questions for 
students, but as you can see from my journal “students really got into it and strongly took one 
side or another until the final question. They really cared about the topic and several struggled 
with coming up with a yes or no answer as they had very nuanced opinions about each side” 
(Appendix B). 
Flexible Groupings. Flexible groupings were the most complicated HLPs I used, both in 
their technological implementation and in their results. My school administration was adamant 
that we should be using breakout rooms during our live classes on Google Meet as much as 
possible. Flexible groupings are a necessary aspect of a successfully differentiated class and 
administrators thought they would be hugely beneficial to the social emotional well-being of 
students if they could interact in smaller group settings. Though both ideas were well meaning 
they were naïve in their misunderstanding of the technological tools available and the 
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psychological states of our students after approximately one year of quarantine. There were two 
ways to structure breakout rooms on Google Classroom. One was to create rooms ahead of time, 
then group students either homogenously or heterogeneously, and have them join that individual 
Google Meet. This method was clunky, required a lot of planning and set up, and students often 
had technical difficulties with joining other rooms, and confusion as to where they were 
supposed to be. But I was able to use this way to great effect during the first two lessons of the 
term. These lessons were a simulation of Europe in the leadup to WWI, and they were heavily 
differentiated. The students were in heterogenous groups and “the flexible groupings we had 
created worked great as each group had outgoing students, strong writers, and artistically minded 
students as well” (Appendix B). I was initially worried that the simulation would completely fall 
flat but “Even though we were online it worked so well. Students were in breakout rooms with 
their groups planning strategy, making alliances, backstabbing neighbors, staging coups, writing 
propaganda etc.” (Appendix B). 
The lessons that were rigorously planned and differentiated to use flexible groupings 
worked great, but as early as lesson #5 (Appendix A) I was aware of the potential downsides to 
less organized practices. I shared in my journal after teaching that “when implementing flexible 
groupings in an online format they have to be very clearly planned as far as duties and roles of 
the students participating or else they will sit in silence for the duration of the group” (Appendix 
B). Whereas in traditional classroom settings it is a very simple procedure to have students think, 
pair, and share with a partner, or join a table group for a group activity it is a very different 
outcome online. Each time I tried to implement an informal flexible group the same thing 
happened: “Once again the classes varied greatly on how engaged they were, but I also 
recognized that I could have planned the groups better. I didn’t appoint any roles in the groups, 
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and I didn’t give instructions clearly enough so several students were confused about which 
passages they were supposed to read” (Appendix B). Even if given a direct task to complete but 
no roles assigned, students would refuse to interact online. In activities where there was no direct 
task and no roles it was completely hopeless, “I wanted to have a work session on the letters 
from the trenches at the end. I think in class that would be a really good way to create flexible 
groupings, provide direct instruction, support students, challenge students etc. But once again 
unstructured time in a video call just leads to awkward silence and wasted opportunities” 
(Appendix B).  
There is a breakout room function on Google Meets that sends students to randomly 
assigned rooms and is way easier to implement than creating individual Google Meets and 
carefully planned lists of students for each one. But anytime I used the breakout room function 
during lessons the exact same withering results awaited me. I should have expected this as it was 
difficult enough to get students to interact with me in classes. Even my academically strongest 
and most socially outgoing students refused to turn on their cameras and would ask me to repeat 
the question when called upon. So if those students were reluctant to engage then it should have 
been clear that the socially anxious or academically struggling students would flat out refuse to 
when I wasn’t able to create a community in which they wanted to engage. I think that the 
success of the first two lessons, where we ran a very engaging and carefully planned simulation, 
gave me inflated hopes of the effectiveness of flexible groupings in online learning. In addition 
to that the administration’s incessant pressure to implement them made me as a student teacher 
feel like I had to at least give them a chance. But every single student I talked to thought 
breakout rooms were the worst part of online learning and had terrible anxiety when they had to 
interact with their peers. Most teachers I knew refused to use them at all, and honestly for the 
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mental health of my students if I could teach this term again, I would only use them in low 
pressure and heavily differentiated groupings like the Nations Game simulation I ran at the 
beginning of term.  
Differentiation. All the previous categories in this results section are part of a well 
differentiated curriculum. But there were several very specific differentiated HLPs used that 
were not quite implemented enough to justify their own subcategories but needed to be discussed 
in this chapter. Most of these strategies are to scaffold comprehension and skills for successful 
completion of this term’s two differentiated assessments. The first of these assessments was the 
Letters from the Trenches summative assessment for the WWI unit. Students had to write three 
letters from the point of view of a soldier fighting in the trenches of Europe. These letters were 
differentiated for content in that students had form and topic requirements, but they could fulfil 
those requirements with content from their prior knowledge, personal interests, or family 
background. I scaffolded for this assessment using all the high leverage practices described 
above. You can see how I scaffold in the journal entry below describing lesson #4 (Appendix A) 
where I implemented eight different HLPs starting with a formative assessment: 
I asked the students “How do you think young people felt about going to war at the very 
beginning of WWI?” and they responded with mature and nuanced answers. Some 
thought it would be very exciting because of the adventure and their acceptance of 
propaganda, while others thought some would have more knowledge of the realities of 
war and be scared about conscription. This question helps scaffold one of the 
requirements for the summative assessment so I am feeling confident about their ability 
to successfully complete that assessment based on their knowledge and analysis shown in 
this formative assessment. (Appendix B) 
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Though differentiation is a powerful tool to create more equitable outcomes for students, those 
outcomes need to be supported using HLPs. Scaffolded learning segments such as essential 
questions that let students practice language functions while simultaneously gaining content 
knowledge from their peers and my furthering questions are especially powerful when they are 
tied directly to a summative assessment.  
 Writing assessments are not the only form that can be successfully differentiated. The 
Nations Game simulation is a two-day long assessment where I get to use informal observations 
to gain knowledge on students’ engagement, critical thinking skills, leadership qualities, 
teamwork, motivation, personalities, and interests. The Nations Game is a heavily differentiated 
assessment as “each of the students has a role that they can shine in, artistic students can make 
propaganda posters, strong writers can write press releases, outgoing students can be the 
ambassadors negotiating treaties, and more reserved students can be the figurehead presidents” 
(Appendix B). The differentiated roles for each student worked out excellently. Students had 
specific tasks that coincided with their strengths and gave them legitimate decision-making 
power that actually changed the outcome of the simulation for the entire class. My journal entry 
after the conclusion of the simulation during lesson #2 (Appendix A) shows how effective this 
differentiated experience was: 
Students had total control over how the simulation played out, and as I said, the outcomes 
for each class were very different. The kids really seemed to enjoy having that power and 
it created a real sense of efficacy in the class. Also the students have a common enjoyable 
experience to build relationships with their classmates around. It took a ton of planning 
and energy to run but I would absolutely do it again, even in an online class. (Appendix 
B) 
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Unfortunately, the camaraderie shown between the students during the simulation quickly faded. 
But each class would reference their experiences in the simulation frequently, which showed 
how impactful an experience it was compared to other lessons in comprehensive distance 
learning.  
Research Question #2 
 My second research question for which I was gathering data was “How do I incorporate 
social studies specific pedagogy into these practices?” For this question I found implementations 
of social studies specific pedagogy in my lesson plans, and then watched recordings of my 
videos to see how those high leverage practices were implemented in my World History class. I 
also used the chat transcripts and recorded answers to OFAs on Pear Deck to provide concrete 
evidence of student engagement.  
I implemented consumer literacy lesson #15 (Appendix A) when I asked students, “How 
do we consume responsibly” in the starter question formative assessment at the beginning of 
class. The following transcript shows the effectiveness of implementing consumer literacy with a 
subject that students are interested and invested in such as eco-consciousness: 
 
[05:30] Abraham Maletz: How can we be responsible consumers, there has to be a way 
right? So yeah (name omitted for privacy), what do you think? 
[06:15] Student #1: ok well I wrote down a couple things. The first is consume less. Like 
do I actually need this or can I wait for it? The second I wrote was understand where and 
how the products were created and whether you should support this. And third reuse and 
recycle the things you already have and lastly switch for eco-friendly product if possible.  
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[06:50] Abraham Maletz: I think that first one might be the key. Consume less. Travel 
less, buy fewer things, live in a smaller house. I mean it seems like a no brainer. As far as 
being like responsible and buying good products from responsible companies, how do we 
do that? 
*teacher has to pause to moderate the chat 
[07:30] Abraham Maletz: Ok yeah guys, how do you figure out if a company employs 
people well and doesn’t pollute a ton. (Name omitted for privacy)? 
[07:45] Student #2: I started off my sentence a little depressing, like you can never be 
certain. Like companies can and do lie and deceive people. But the best you can do is like 
know where and how the product is made from farmers markets and locally owned shops 
and stuff.  
[08:10] Abraham Maletz: Totally. If you can see the farm something is being grown on 
you can see if they are using eco-friendly fertilizers or pesticides.  
(Appendix C) 
This conversation is an excellent example of how effective essential questions are at measuring 
prior knowledge and sparking discussions where students can create new understandings 
together. Students care a great deal about these issues and know way more about responsible 
consumption than I did at their age. By focusing on our responsibilities as consumers we can 
take what is politically charged and anxiety inducing topic and give a sense of efficacy and 
engage in solution oriented apolitical policy discussions. This transcript shows the powerful 
synergies created when combining multiple high leverage practices, in this case disciplinary 
literacy and formative assessments.  
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Another example of a lesson segment that leveraged social studies specific HLPs for high 
levels of engagement is the second day of the Nations Game simulation during lesson #2 
(Appendix A). The chat transcript below shows how many students were engaged in the chat 
completely on their own volition. This was a running conversation regarding the simulation 
between different students without my prompting. 
[52:30] Student #1: for a second I thought Sandia was just not gonna help bahkan and I 
was gonna laugh 
[54:43] Student #1: dude call A1 never misses 
[59:26] Student #2: Ice cream doesn't even hurt 
[1:00:20] Student #3: (name omitted for privacy) is no more 
[01:00:27] Student #1: hehe 
[01:00:38] Student #4: how dare you insult my ice cream!! 
[01:00:56] Student #1: sorry, hope you like revolution flavor 
[01:01:14] Student #4: i will come back for u (name omitted for privacy) 
[01:01:14] Student #3: your a fool and weak president 
[01:01:33] Student #1: you and what army (name omitted for privacy)? 
[01:01:42] Student #4: we will see once i grow my ice cream army 
[01:01:50] Student #1: fair point 
[01:01:53] Student #3: fool it will melt 
[01:01:54] Student #4: indeed 
[01:01:57] Student #1: dont expect it to get far in the desert 
[01:02:01] Student #2: negotiation is fun when the president has the similar idea  
[01:02:02] Student #1: good luck :) 
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[01:02:14] Student #4: gg (name omitted for privacy) 
[01:02:17] Student #5: bye thank you 
[01:02:19] Student #1: gg 
[01:02:22] Student #6: thank you  
(Appendix C) 
This amount of unprompted interaction between students in comprehensive distance learning is 
unheard of. In about ten minutes at the end of class six students wrote twenty-one messages to 
each other. Some of the messages were off topic, some were unclear or confusing, but all of them 
are little successes. Those messages show that even in an online classroom we were able to 
create a learning environment welcoming and engaging enough to create authentic learning 
experiences between students. To achieve this unprecedented level of interaction I implemented 
nine different high leverage practices including formative assessments, disciplinary literacy, 
flexible groupings, and differentiation.  
 The previous conversation was between classmates, but in this next example I will show 
how I had over twenty independent conversations with students simultaneously using OFAs. 
During lesson #12 (Appendix A), I had a series of progressively more difficult questions that 
scaffolded students’ ability to decide if they thought the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki were justified. The answers below copied from Pear Deck are the class’ final responses 
to that question: 
Student #1: It was a great decision because it put an end to the war. And we made 
powerful weapons of mass destruction. 
Student #2: right decision 
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Student #3: Morally no because innocent people lost their lives, but for the sake of less 
bloodshed from both sides, yes it was a good decision. 
Student #4: No because it saved millions of lives. 
Student #5: I don't think it was right, but is wasn't then wrong decision, but maybe only 
one bomb and more down time could have been a better avenue.  
Student #6 I'm torn with this one. there were probably far better ways to deal with it, but 
it stopped further fighting for the most part. 
Student #7 I think the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was the right decision 
because everything happens for a reason and it was so that it would prevent bloodshed in 
the future. But a lot of people did die 
Student #8: The atomic bombing was the wrong decision. In the end, it still caused 
bloodshed, just not on our side. 
Student #9: if it didn't happen the war could have never ended and resulted in 100s of 
thousands of more deaths so i do think it was the right choice even though innocents died 
Student #10: not sure, the creators of the atomic bomb said that they regretted it. 
Student #11: Yes and no it did prevent bloodshed but the people in the city didn't deserve 
that. 
Student #12: not sure on this one  
Student #13: I'm sort of in the middle because they didn't deserve it but it did help stop 
the war and save more lives but the Japanese people didn't deserve to die. 
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Student #14: probably the wrong due to the amount of damage nukes cause 
 (Appendix C) 
This example shows how effective OFAs are at increasing engagement online. Instead of either 
asking general questions to the class and waiting for a proffered answer or cold calling (neither 
of which were effective at all in online classes), I can have all students answer questions, see 
those answers in real time, provide individual feedback on the app, share students responses with 
their peers on the app, ask furthering questions to deepen understanding based on the responses 
provided, and use this data to alter my lesson to better support or challenge students. In 
summation, combining OFAs with scaffolded disciplinary literacy produces extremely engaging 
lesson segments.   
Research Question #3 
 The third research question I was gathering data for in this action research project was 
“how have my lesson plans changed over time while implementing these practices?” The data to 
answer this question was both quantitative and qualitative. From the coding I did on my lesson 
plans I have direct evidence of the frequency of implementation over time for each HLP. This 
frequency can be visualized using charts and maps to increase our understanding of how my 
implementation of each HLP changed over the duration of the term I was studying. In addition to 
this quantitative data, I have evidence from my journals that shows my qualitative opinion on the 
effectiveness of each HLP and best practices of implementation in an online classroom. To begin 
answering this question I have a chart that shows a rough depiction of change of frequency of 
HLPs between the first and last halves of the quarter. 
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Figure 7 
Lesson Plan HLP Change over time 
HLP # implementations 1st half # implementations 2nd half 
Formative Assessments 13 8 
Online Formative Assessments 10 7 
Disciplinary Literacy 11 12 
Modeling/Gradual Release 3 2 
Flexible Groupings 7 0 
Differentiation 11 2 
Total HLPs 45 31 
Note. Table showing the change in frequency of HLP implementations over time.  
From this chart we can see that I implemented fourteen more HLPs in the first eight classes of 
the term than in the last eight classes. There could be several reasons for this change in frequency 
overall, but as we go through each HLP you will see that that result is the sum of many slightly 
different reasons. Each HLP varied greatly in its effectiveness and ease of implementation 
online. In this next section I will go through each HLP individually to give a better sense of how 










Frequency of Formative Assessments 
 
Note. Graph showing frequency of formative assessments over time.  
In this chart you can see that I initially tried testing different numbers of formative 
assessments per lesson, but after lesson #7 (Appendix A), I settled into using one traditional 
formative assessment per lesson. In any class where I had more than one formative assessment, I 
had paired those assessments with other HLPs. These included the first two lessons where I used 
informal observations during breakout rooms to measure engagement and learning and in lesson 
#6 (Appendix A), where I had students submit their copies of my notes on an academic reading 
during a disciplinary literacy modeling segment. We stopped doing flexible groupings for 
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evidence of their notes in accordance with the gradual release model. So over time we settled 
into just using a single formative assessment each class in the form of the daily starter question. 
Online Formative Assessment (OFA) 
Figure 9 
Frequency of OFAs 
 
Note. Graph showing frequency of OFAs over time.  
My implementation of online formative assessments came in two different phases. After 
the two simulations at the beginning of the term I used OFAs every day leading up to spring 
break. My journal entry from the day before spring break shows why this drop off happened, 
“Students seem to be holding their breaths for Friday and I can’t really blame them. I really 
should have done a Pear Deck today to increase engagement but to be honest I was kind of 
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increasing engagement, the additional time and effort that their complex implementation required 
at times prevented their use. As you can see from the chart after the brief hiatus around spring 
break, I started utilizing OFAs in my practice every lesson until the end of term.  
Disciplinary Literacy 
Figure 10 
Frequency of Disciplinary Literacy 
 
Note. Graph showing frequency of disciplinary literacy over time.  
I implemented elements of disciplinary literacy in fourteen out of sixteen lessons, only 
lacking them in lesson #9 (Appendix A) before spring break and in Lesson #16 (Appendix B), 
the last class of the term. As the social studies are driven by primary, secondary and tertiary 
source evidence, it is crucial that we build those literacy skills every day in class. Disciplinary 
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their near constant usage in my lessons, and their frequent presence in some of the most effective 
lessons I taught such as lesson #15 (Appendix A), where I used four different texts and videos to 
build awareness of the effects of globalization on the climate.  
Modeling/Gradual Release 
Figure 11 
Frequency of Modeling/Gradual Release 
 
Note. Graph showing frequency of modeling/gradual release over time.  
By their very nature, the implementation frequency of modeling and gradual release 
should decrease over time. Modeling is implemented frequently at the start of class to show the 
necessary skill sets required for success in the social studies. As students begin to learn those 
skills with support, they gradually become more adept and comfortable in their use. As that 
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to provide opportunities for students to utilize them on their own. As you can see in the graph, I 
modeled several different skills for my students in the first few classes, and then gradually began 
to release control of their use over time. After the halfway point, the only time I modeled a skill 
was while using a GIS interface that the students were unfamiliar with. This gradual release over 
time shown on the graph is exactly how the HLP should be implemented and shows the success 
of the modeling earlier in the term. 
Flexible Groupings 
Figure 12 
Frequency of Flexible Groupings 
 
Note. Graph showing frequency of flexible groupings over time.  
I used flexible grouping several times each class during the first two lessons when we 
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implemented in a well-organized and heavily differentiated simulation. You can see on the graph 
that after those two lessons I only tried implementing flexible groupings one more time. The 
second implementation is the one where I used the native breakout room feature on Google 
Meets to lessen the prep required for the class. But in that lesson, there was almost no 
participation at all in the breakout rooms. So, with one variety of the HLP requiring an 
overwhelming amount of prep for a moderately successful outcome and another requiring no 
prep and resulting in no engagement at all I stopped using flexible groupings all together after 
lesson #6 (Appendix A). 
Differentiation 
Figure 13 
Frequency of Differentiated Practices 
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This chart is a great example of how differentiated elements of lessons follow the 
summative assessments perfectly. There are three major differentiated assessments in this unit. 
The first being the Nations Game simulation that was heavily differentiated by student roles 
according to their interests, backgrounds, and learner profiles. The students chose the roles they 
were most comfortable in and then used their unique skills to help their group succeed. The 
second differentiated assessment was the Letters from the Trenches for the WWI unit where 
students could use their own interests and backgrounds to write creative but accurate letters from 
the trenches of Europe. And the third was the WWII historical figures summative assessment 
that was due after lesson #13 (Appendix A), where students could either create a slideshow or a 
speech on a historical figure that impacted WWII. Most of the differentiated elements in the 
lessons were scaffolded activities to help students succeed on these summative assessments. This 
explains why after the last differentiated assessment was due, I stopped implementing this high 
leverage practice in my lesson plans.  
Conclusion 
 By having both qualitative and quantitative data I was able to answer each of my three 
research questions successfully. The lesson plans shown in Appendix A gave me numerical 
evidence of which high leverage practices I implemented the most and how that frequency 
changed over the duration of the term. From my journal reflections in Appendix B, I was able to 
find qualitative data regarding my experiences in implementing those HLPs and the best 
practices for implementation. And finally, from the data recorded from education technology 
platforms shown in Appendix C, I was able to provide in depth snapshots of those HLPs in 
action. That authentic recorded data let me analyze how I used several HLPs simultaneously to 
increase engagement and understanding with social studies specific pedagogy. In the next 
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chapter I will use the data shown in Chapter 4 to provide in depth answers to each of my research 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
 The intent of this action research project was to find a way to teach in an online learning 
environment in a way that aligned with my personal philosophy of teaching. My personal 
pedagogy centers around the relationship between teachers and learners, and how both sides of 
this duology learn and grow in that classroom community. Through learning from my students, I 
can differentiate my instruction to support and challenge all my students according to their 
strengths and needs. But that learning necessitates a relationship more authentic than the one I 
could create by just trying to implement traditional classroom practices in an online learning 
environment. In order to find potential ways to increase engagement to build those authentic 
relationships with my students, I researched literature on high leverage practices in order to 
increase engagement and motivation within social studies specific pedagogy. My literature 
review shows that depth of research and provides a firm foundation upon which to build my 
action research project. In my data collection process, I gathered data from my instruction during 
my practicum as I was teaching a World History class to tenth graders. I studied my 
implementation of high leverage practices by writing formal lesson plans, writing journal 
reflections after instruction, and recording classes and data from online formative assessments. 
With this data I was able to answer the three research questions I had formulated at the beginning 
of this process.  
Discussion of the Data 
In this next section I will discuss the implications of my data that arose when answering 
my three research questions. Those questions were: Which high leverage practices do I feel are 
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effective in increasing student engagement during instruction in online learning? How do I 
incorporate social studies specific pedagogy into these practices? And finally, how have my 
lesson plans changed over time while implementing these practices? I will now use the data 
shown in Chapter 4 to answer each of these questions. 
Research Question #1 
 By reading through my lesson plans and reflections I was able to find different categories 
of high leverage practices that I was implementing. I could count those individual 
implementations to give myself some quantitative data. According to the data I implemented 
disciplinary literacy the most, with formative assessments coming a close second. These were 
then followed by OFAs, differentiation, flexible groupings, and modeling/gradual release in 
descending order. If I combined formative assessments with online formative assessments, then 
they are by far the most implemented HLPs in my lessons. My journal reflections regarding 
formative assessments are almost purely positive as well, with the only downside being technical 
limitations. There were times when using one high leverage practice rendered another 
impossible. For instance, during lesson #10 (Appendix A), I wanted to include color footage as a 
disciplinary literacy element to show some actual footage of the history we were studying and 
begin a discussion about the power of film in studying the past. But since videos and gifs 
embedded in Pear Deck do not play on the app, I was unable to use Pear Deck during the lecture. 
In that lesson I had to choose between online formative assessments and disciplinary literacy. 
Though the videos prompted good discussion you can see in my reflection that “after we started 
the lecture… things quieted down” (Appendix B). This example shows that there are best 
practices, but just as important is how one implements those practices. For example, flexible 
groupings can be very interactive and engaging practices if implemented well with purposefully 
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created homogeneous or heterogeneous groups, and distinct roles and goals. But if used without 
proper preparation and planning, they seem to be actively detrimental to engagement and 
community building. To provide an answer to my research question, I found all of these practices 
to be potentially effective at increasing engagement in my online classroom. But each HLP was 
effective only in certain situations and with specific details regarding their implementation. 
Additionally, implementing one HLP often superseded another, as we have limited time and 
technological capacity during comprehensive distance learning.  
Research Question #2 
 Discovering how I implemented social studies specific high leverage practices in my 
lessons was the most complex process for which provide evidence. I had a huge amount of data 
from the video recordings of my lessons, transcripts of the chat, and recorded data from OFAs. 
This data was frankly overwhelming, so to cut it down to a more approachable data set I found 
three good examples of social studies specific HLPs and observed the recorded data I had. First, I 
wrote down a transcription of the audio discussion (Appendix C) of a consumer literacy segment 
during lesson #15 (Appendix A). Then I quoted the chat transcription (Appendix C) of a 
simulation utilizing flexible groupings in lesson #2 (Appendix A). Finally, I included the 
recorded answers from an OFA (Appendix C), within a disciplinary literacy language function 
activity from lesson #12 (Appendix A). 
By researching my social studies specific practices, I was able to discover some powerful 
synergistic effects created by implementing multiple HLPs at the same time. For instance, the 
Nations Game simulation that I ran during lessons #1 & #2 (Appendix A) included many 
different HLPs working together to create two particularly engaging lessons. Simulations are 
social studies specific activities that let us experience real world situations in class. Simulations 
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can be incredibly engaging, but they require huge amounts of prep and prior classroom 
management experience to run smoothly (Devlin-Scherer & Sardone, 2010). This extensive 
preparation gives an opportunity to include many HLPs in the lesson. For the Nations Game I 
included disciplinary literacy, flexible groupings, differentiation, and formative assessments to 
create two of the most engaging lessons we had all quarter. Not every lesson could be so 
rigorously planned, or else I would have spent all my free time prepping for instruction. But 
having lessons like these interspersed through different units gives a cyclical rejuvenation to the 
amount of interaction and engagement in online classes.  
Another great example of this synergistic effect was from lesson #12 (Appendix A) 
during a learning segment on the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In this learning 
segment, I was having students practice their analytical skills by answering a series of 
progressively more difficult questions that scaffolded their ability to make a claim about whether 
the atomic bombings of Japan were justified. All the students were able to take a side and 
provide justification for a very complex ethical question. How were they able to stay interested 
and engaged and succeed in this difficult learning task? Well, this one learning segment included 
disciplinary literacy in the analysis language function practice, it included differentiation in the 
scaffolding aspect of the lead up questions, and it was implemented using an online formative 
assessment education technology platform that gave me real time data on student’s learning 
progress and the ability to adjust my instruction accordingly. These examples answer my second 
research question by showing that the way I implemented social studies specific pedagogy was 
by combining them with other HLPs to create highly engaging lessons.  
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Research Question #3 
 Research question #3 was easier to answer than research question #2 as I could take the 
quantitative data from my lesson plans and see the frequency of implementation over time for 
each HLP. I provided an analysis of the change for each practice in the last chapter, but 
generally, my implementation for each HLP changed as I began to see the engagement and 
learning results change after implementation. For more supportive HLPs such as modeling and 
differentiation I saw frequent implementation in the first half of the term and fewer 
implementations as students gained skills and showed their ability through assessments. For 
traditional formative assessments, I found the best use of them in an online classroom (starter 
questions) after several different variations, and then implemented that practice in every single 
lesson. Flexible groupings were promising at the beginning but needed extensive prep and 
several other synergistic HLPs to function at all. Online formative assessments and disciplinary 
literacy showed their promise as powerfully engaging practices early. A brief interlude in their 
implementation during spring break showed how necessary they were to increasing engagement, 
and after that experience I implemented them in every content centered lesson until the last day 
of class.  
Limitations 
 The limitations of this action research project are mainly centered around my being both 
the researcher and the research subject. My data is mostly created by myself, and as I was aware 
of my project while creating it. This self-awareness naturally impacted the veracity of the data I 
was creating and collecting. For example, if I were intrinsically biased for or against a certain 
HLP then I could have unknowingly ignored it when lesson planning or given a false 
representation of its effectiveness in my journal reflections. My data from recordings of 
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educational technology platforms does give a more objective look at certain lessons, but those 
are limited in scope to only three lesson segments. Also given the privacy requirements and the 
inability to conduct research on students in an action research project I was unable to cross 
reference the data between lessons in this analysis to see if each different learning segment is 
engaging a variety of students or if it is the same students who are participating in each segment. 
As I was conducting this action research project during the student teaching segment of a Master 
of Arts in Teaching program, I could only gather comprehensive data for one class for a single 
quarter. These action research induced limitations are also the strengths of the project type. 
Educators can implement action research while conducting their normal classes, which makes it 
an effective tool for self-improvement and pedagogical research on the individual scale.  
Future Implications 
 This experience has opened my eyes to my own limitations as an educator. But instead of 
that discouraging me, it has inspired me on a journey of growth. Teaching in comprehensive 
distance learning was an overwhelming task at the beginning of this year. The Covid-19 
pandemic, along with an economic crisis, civil unrest, political instability, and natural disasters 
created an educational atmosphere of severe anxiety and social withdrawal. Attempting to teach 
to blank screens on a video call was what inspired this action research project, as my students 
were too anxious to interact online, and my district allowed students to refuse to turn on their 
cameras or microphones. That idea gave rise to this study of my ability to increase engagement 
through engagement centered HLPs. Looking through my journals shows that I was successful at 
that, especially in comparison to the first few weeks of school last September. As we begin to 
return to classrooms again, engagement will not magically return to pre-pandemic levels. Just 
because students are sitting in desks does not mean they are learning. The future implications of 
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this study will be how do the best practices I have found for increasing engagement online 
translate into increasing engagement in a traditional classroom setting? I know many of the HLPs 
I found such as formative assessments and flexible groupings will be even more effective in 
person than online. But there are also some online tools that I will bring back to my classroom. 
Using online formative assessments during lectures will be a great way to keep students engaged 
and see their individual understanding so I can adjust my instruction accordingly. I know as I 
progress through my teaching career, I will continue to practice action research to improve my 
professional abilities. And if we do end up returning to distance learning in the future, I will have 
a solid foundation on which to build my curriculum.  
Conclusion 
 As I write this conclusion, I am finishing the final term of my Master of Arts in Teaching. 
This has been a year of growth and change amid some of the most challenging circumstances of 
my life. As I began teaching last fall, I started concurrently researching best practices in 
conjunction with recording data from my own planning, instruction, and assessment during my 
practicum. The original intent was to increase student engagement in my classroom, but the true 
outcome was to improve my overall capacity as a teacher. The best practices I found for 
increasing engagement are also best practices for fostering intrinsic motivation and 
implementing social studies specific pedagogy. Formative assessments, disciplinary literacy, and 
differentiation should be foundational methods of any teacher’s curriculum. But only by 
examining our own instruction with a critical eye can we see the complex intersections and 
symbioses of these practices. Action research initially seemed like an overwhelming undertaking 
in an already overwhelming year, but it has captured my focus in a way that no other project has 
in my life. This project started on my first day of grad school and is now ending as I prepare to 
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step into my own classroom as a licensed teacher. Action research has undoubtedly made me a 
better educator, and I know it will continue to improve my praxis as I continue to study my own 
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Appendix A 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson: 2/11 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Nations Game  
Lesson #1              Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / watch 
for to monitor student learning 
15 mins Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students into the class and 
introduce them to the Nations Game. I will 
split the students into 6 groups and assign 
each group a country. The goal is for the 
students to promote the interests of their 
country while competing against the interests 
of the others. Each student has a specific role 
to play. I will answer clarifying questions and 
then release students to their breakout 
rooms.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will join the class and listen to 
the instructions. They will ask clarifying 
questions as needed. Then they will find 
their group and when released join the 
breakout room. 
 20 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will give each group their nation’s portfolio 
detailing their resources and interests and 
have the students decide who in their group 
should fill what role. I will be jumping in and 
out of different groups answering questions 
and assisting when needed.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will read through their nation’s 
portfolio and then decide who is best 
suited in their group for what role.   
5 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will recall the students back to the original 
meeting and give the breaking news that a 
nationalist group in Penland has attacked 
their neighboring country of Bahkan to try 
and start a war.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will listen to the news bulletin 
and start formulating their nation’s 
response to the crisis and their strategy 
to use it for their own gain without 
inciting invasion.  
20 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will release the students to formulate their 
strategy and start negotiating with other 
nations. I will keep a running record of 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will start to form their 
strategies with each student fulfilling 
their role. Ambassadors will negotiate 
with other countries. The ministers of 
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treaties and agreements to keep track of 
actions and agreements.   
propaganda will spread information and 
disinformation. The President will sign 
treaties and do general figurehead 
things.  
1 min Closure: 
When we reach the end of class we will hit 
pause on the simulation, I will ask students to 
continue thinking of power plays to make 
against their neighbors when we reconvene. I 
will release the class and then stick around 
for office hours afterwards if so needed.   
Closure: 
Students will say goodbye and log off. If 
they have any questions or need further 
support they can stick around for office 
hours.   
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:  Abraham Maletz    Date of Lesson: 2/19 
 
Lesson Title/Description: The Nations Game 
Lesson #2          Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
Standards: HS.5 Evaluate 
the relationships among 
governments at the local, 
state, tribal, national, and 
global levels. HS.7 
Analyze political parties, 
interest and community 
groups, and mass media 
and how they influence 
the beliefs and behaviors 
of individuals, and local, 
state, and national 
constituencies. 
Central Focus: Students will 
analyze the geopolitical 
situations of European powers 
leading up to WWI and use that 
to evaluate relationships 
between countries for the 
benefit of a specific nation-
state.   
Learning Targets: Students will be 
know the complexities of the 
alliances leading up to WWI, 
understand how these 
complexities dragged Europe and 
its colonial empires into a world 
war, and be able to participate in 
a simulation with their classmates 
with this knowledge.  
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Knowledge of feudalism/economic imperialism/colonialism. 
Knowledge of systems of governance and power and how those are used to manipulate people on a 
large scale for the benefit of the few. Ability to interact with their classmates online to cooperate 
towards a common goal.  
 
How I know the students have this: We’ve been studying the interplays of power throughout history 
for the whole previous term. Even if students don’t understand the nuances of treaties and economic 
colonial systems, they understand exploitation of the weak by the strong. And I know that students 
are able to collaborate online because this will eb the second day of the simulation and on the first 
day the students performed admirably and seemed to really enjoy the interactive nature of the 
simulation.   
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Academic language that will be used in lesson: There will be a lot of academic language around 
government actions such as treaties, non-aggression pacts, mutual defense, demographics, 
economics, etc. Students will also need to be able to analyze, evaluate, and negotiate with data that is 
at times unclear or downright misinformation from other nation states.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Students have access to a scenario 
pdf that has definitions for most of the academic vocabulary required in the game. Additionally I will 
be rotating through the breakout rooms and giving advice/assistance/answering questions as needed. 
Students have a scaffolded notes sheet that helps them build strategy for their assigned nation 
through compiling data and building a strategic plan from analyzing and evaluating that data.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: Any students that have played strategic 
boardgames/video games such as Risk, Settlers of Catan, Civilization, or Europa Universalis will have a 
great fund of knowledge to build on for this. Also any students who are interested in governments or 
have studied governmental, military, or economic institutions in other classes will have a great fund 
of knowledge to pull from. Students have different roles while governing their nation state and those 
roles are differentiated to play to students strengths. So artistic students can be the minister of 
propaganda, strong writers can be ministers of state, those with good social skills can be ambassadors 
etc.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
The differentiation of the roles is great at addressing the needs of diverse learners, so that everyone 
can shine using their academic or social strong points to assist their group. I have also practiced 
flexible groupings to ensure that my students on IEP’s, 504’s, and my ELL’s are placed in groups with 
students who can support them and include them in the simulation. Everyone has a part to play that I 
integral to the success of the groups. As students are working in their breakout rooms I will also be 
joining different groups to provide individual assistance and frequent check ins for the students such 
as my students with ADHD that require that. Students without prerequisite knowledge can be assisted 
by their group to help bring them up to speed and my students with linguistic or cultural diversity can 
use those strengths to better understand the exact requirements of language when writing treaties, 
or be able to better understand the cultures of other nation states than theirs to better understand 
their motives and drivers.   
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
This whole lesson is online in a distance learning format. So it is fully integrated into the Google 
Classroom suite. We meet in google meets and use it for breakout rooms, recording, chatting, and 
presenting. We will also use google slides. For students who need translation assistance or screen 
readers they can use Google Translate and Google Read and Write.  
 
  
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
All of the students already have chrome books and wifi hotspots for the lesson. Much of the 
preparation was done last class but we will need to have students prepared with all the materials for 
the simulation ahead of time. That can be done on google classroom before we begin the lesson.  
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
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Include “look fors” and other 
ways you’ll observe and check 
with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning 
5 mins Motivation/Hook: 
I welcome the students into 
class and remind them of the 
simulation and crisis which we 
read through last class.  
  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will join the class and 
open up all the documents they 
need from last class to continue 
the simulation.  
10 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will send students into their 
breakout rooms to start working 
on their initial press releases. As 
students do this I will rotate 







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Students will go to their breakout 
rooms and start working based on 
their role. They will formulation a 
plan of action to the assassination 
crisis that will be in the best 
interest of their nation. They will 
work together to write a press 
release informing other nations 
on their stance.  
5 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will call students back and each 
nation will give their official 
policy stance. I will then send 
students back to start the 
negotiating phase.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Students will return to the main 
video call and the ministers of 
state will share their press 
releases.   
15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will rotate through the rooms 
as student ambassadors begin 
negotiating with other 
ambassadors. I’ll be observing 
and assisting.  
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Student ambassadors will begin 
negotiating treaties with each 
other. The other students in the 
groups will work in their roles. 
Ministers of propaganda will 
create propaganda posters, 
ministers of state will spread 
misinformation, and Presidents 
will plan more strategic moves 
and policies with the 
ambassadors.   
5 mins I will call students back and have 
the Presidents announce their 
new actions and the outcomes 
of their treaty negotiations. I 
Students will return to the main 
call and the presidents will 
announce their nation’s strategy 
positioning. Students will use this 
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will also share pieces of 
propaganda that the ministers 
of propaganda have been 
creating.   
new info to create new strategic 
plans based on the new 
situations.  
10 I will send the students back for 
the second round of 
negotiations and once again 
filter through the groups. 
Students will make new strategies 
for world domination based off 
the first round of strategic 
negotiating. They will make new 
treaties with other nations and 
come up with their final plan. 
10 mins Closure: 
I will reconvene the students for 
the final summit of world 
leaders. I will have each 
President share their final 
positions to benefit their 
nations the most. We will then 
discuss the simulation as a 
group and what we learned. I 
will assign a reflection on the 
sim and release the students.   
Closure: 
The Presidents will share their 
final strategic positioning and we 
will see which nation is most 
successful at growing their power. 
Students will then share their 
experiences and learning with the 
group. They will complete a 
reflection sheet for homework 
and sign off.   
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: Many of the assessments for this short unit are informal 
observations in class that I will be making as I filter through the different breakout rooms. I will be 
taking some short notes on participation and strengths of students in the groups. Student will also fill 
out a scaffolded notes that the will turn in that will let me see their thinking as we proceed and their 
progression through the simulation as there are different writing segments based on different stages 
of the simulation. The most thorough assignment will be the reflection at the end where students will 
be able to show their learning in depth and translate that to a greater understanding of the 
relationships between governments, political parties, interest groups, and the mass media.  
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: This lesson 
is differentiated using flexible groupings, so students are placed in groups that highlight their 
strengths and support them. There are different roles for different students that let their strengths 
shine through. There are also scaffolded notes that let students build their KUD’s progressively 
through the simulation. Students have many opportunities to interact and learn collaboratively which 
helps engage them in class, have positive learning experiences, and supports social emotional 
learning which is especially essential during distance learning.  
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Abraham Maletz                                      Date 
of Lesson: 
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Lesson Title/Description: Prelude to War 













Central Focus: Students will be able 
to identify the backgrounds, living 
conditions, and experiences of 
soldiers living through WW1 and 
analyze those experiences to 
describe the emotional impact on 
survivors.  
Learning Targets: Students will 
understand the factors that led to 
WW1. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will need to know about industrialization and the 
creation of colonial empires impacted Europe in the early 20th century. They’ll need to understand why 
Germany was late to the colonization game and how that affected their imperial ambitions. They will 
also need to be able to analyze complex treaty systems and predict the outcomes of those systems. 
 
How I know the students have this: The students have already learned about industrialization and 
imperialism in the previous units and have proved their knowledge in summative assessments. They 
will also have practice in analyzing treaty systems and predicting outcomes in the Nations Game 
simulation that we run for several classes preceding our WWI unit.   
Academic language that will be used in lesson: Vocab: assassination, archduke, alliances. Students will 
need to analyze the alliances of European powers and predict the outcomes of those treaties.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I will provide concrete examples of 
vocab that connect to students funds of knowledge. For the language functions of analyze and predict 
I will start by modeling analysis based predictions for the whole class as the first step of the gradual 
release model. Then we will practice as a class using the scaffolded Pear Deck app so students can 
build upon their analysis and predictions with support from me and their peers.   
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: The Nations Game simulation we complete with the 
class before this lesson creates a rich fund of knowledge for all the students to pull from. They will 
have practice creating alliances and see how those treaties pull them into events outside of their 
control. Students also have a wealth of knowledge about Europe from media and personal 
experiences. We can explicitly connect to that knowledge, even if it is something as simple as knowing 
that there are many languages spoken there. That knowledge of many languages means many 
cultures, which means probable difficulties in understanding, which can lead to conflict. To better 
understand the repercussions of an assassination I will make connections to other famous killings 
such as the murder of Tupac Shakur and how that violence led to further murders and tragedy.   
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) For my two students on IEP’s for ADHD I will be 
providing frequent check ins using Pear Deck to make sure they are engaged and focused in class. This 
lets me see their learning in real time and I can adjust my instruction accordingly if they need 
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additional support. They don’t need preferential seating or quiet working environments because we 
are in online learning. But I will provide extended time on assignments and copies of any notes we 
take. For my two ELL students I will make sure to use lots of concrete examples of academic 
vocabulary and scaffold any language function requirements by modeling those language functions 
with the class. Students that have been participating in class in the first quarter will have funds of 
knowledge to draw on as we have been studying European Colonialism and Imperialization in the 
prior units. But if students were not engaged during those units I will ensure that they participate in 
the Nations Game simulation to build a fund of knowledge before getting into the more content 
heavy part of the unit.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Since we are in the middle of distance learning this whole lesson requires technology supports and 
integration. All of the students have access to Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots as needed to ensure 
equitable internet access for all students. We will be using Google Meets as a video calling service 
that also provides recordings that students can watch afterwards as a further academic support. We 
will also be using Pear Deck which is a extension of Google Slides that enables students to participate 
in real time formative assessments linked to a slideshow. That way they can engage with the content, 
answer questions, show knowledge, ask questions, infer, predict, and challenge my instruction in real 
time.   
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  I will need to create a slideshow and Pear 
Deck for the class. Before class begins, I will need to have all readings and assignments uploaded to 
google classroom so students have access to them during class. I will also need to open and moderate 
the google meets and record the meeting for any students who missed class. 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways 
you’ll observe and check with 
students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 





I will welcome students to class with 
a starter question. When students 
are done answering I will ask for 





Students will write their starters in 
their starters doc. I can watch this in 
real time on Google Classroom and 
will also ask students to share. 
Students will then either voluntarily 
or involuntarily share their answers.  
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15 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open up the 
Predicting Conflict Pear Deck and 
guide them through it. I will support 
my ELL’s by giving concrete examples 
of both academic vocab and the 
language functions of analyzing and 
predicting by modeling the first 
question with the class.  
 
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the Pear Deck and 
use the progressively more complex 
questions to build their 
understanding of the factors that 
contributed to the outbreak of war. I 
can watch them do this in real time 
on the Pear Deck and can use this to 
share especially cogent answers with 
the class or correct some common 
misconceptions. 
15 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
After we complete Predicting Conflict 
I will give a short lecture with Pear 
Deck comprehension check slide 
supports on the assassination of 
Franz Ferdinand and Gavrilo Princip. I 
will utilize frequent check ins using 
the comprehension check questions 
students answer on the Pear Deck to 
provide close monitoring for my 
students on IEP’s for ADHD  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along to the 
lecture while completing Pear Deck 
questions that gauge their 
comprehension and incite further 
learning by asking them to analyze, 
infer, challenge etc.  
10 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
We will watch some newsreel 
footage that provides visual context 
for the Prelude to war we have been 
studying today. Right before the 
video I will provide students with the 
M.A.I.N. Causes of WWI worksheet 
and instruct students to use the 
video to help them answer the 
questions.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will watch the video and use 
it to help them fill out the M.A.I.N. 
Causes of WWI worksheet.  
3 mins Closure: 
 
I will wrap up the class, remind 
students that the M.A.I.N. worksheet 
is due by next class and release them 
for the day. I will then stick around 
for office hours for any students that 
need additional support or 
clarification.   
Closure: 
 
Students will say goodbye and either 
log out if they’re all set or stick 
around for my office hours if they 
have questions/need support.  
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Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: The key assessments for this lesson are the starter question 
and all of the formative assessments built into the Pear Deck. The starter question lets me see their 
prior knowledge on the subject, which I can then use to support students without prerequisite 
knowledge, and challenge students with strong grasps on the material already. The formative 
assessment questions in the Pear Deck let me change my teaching in real time to support, clarify, 
correct, and enhance learning. They are essential to building my knowledge of students’ backgrounds, 
readiness, and learning profiles so I can successfully differentiate lessons and assessments in the unit. 
The key assignment from this unit is the M.A.I.N. Causes of WWI worksheet that acts both guided 
notes to increase understanding and an opportunity to further students’ analytical abilities by 




Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Abraham Maletz                          Date of 
Lesson: 
 
Lesson Title/Description: War Begins 
Lesson #4   Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
Standards: HS.62 
Identify historical and 
current events, 
issues, and problems 
when national and/or 
global interests 
are/have been in 
conflict, and provide 
analysis from multiple 
perspectives. 
Central Focus: Students will be able 
to identify the living conditions and 
experiences of soldiers living through 
WW1 and analyze those experiences 
to describe the emotional impact on 
survivors.  
Learning Targets: Students will 
understand the plans and realities of 
the German invasion of Belgium and 
will be able to summarize the effects 
and outcomes of new weapon 
systems. 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will need to know why Germany invades Belgium and 
why the other European powers are sucked into the conflict. They will need to be able to read an 
academic reading and pull information and inferences from it. 
 
How I know the students have this: Students will have a base knowledge of the systems of alliances 
between Empires from the last class that I will build upon in this lesson. The students will know the 
different Empires in Europe and the Middle East and have a basic understanding of their backgrounds 
and goals. From the Nations Game simulation from two classes earlier students will know how easy it 
is for alliances like those in Europe in 1914 to create unforeseen consequences. They will have had 
several opportunities to practice academic readings in prior classes. I have been using the gradual 
release model to scaffold academic literacy of social studies specific readings.   
Academic language that will be used in lesson: There will be new vocabulary surrounding weapons 
and tactics in the lecture and readings. Students will also need to analyze the new weapons for how 
they were used and what the pros and cons of that use was. Students will need to use this new 
knowledge to start writing letters from the point of view of soldiers fighting in the trenches of WWI. 
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Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I will provide many concrete details 
with images and examples for this vocab during the lesson. Additionally students will fill out a guided 
notes worksheet on the new weapons so they will be able to have a resource with examples of that 
new vocabulary to look back on. Students will have guided notes for the weapons analysis. This 
analysis builds on the analysis based predictions we did as a class in the last lesson. Using the gradual 
release model this lesson students will complete the analysis on their own in the scaffolded notes. 
Students will use this analysis to support their writing of the experiences of soldiers in battle in the 
summative Letters From the Trenches assessment. I have also provided a scaffolded graphic organizer 
for the Letters From the Trenches that supports students without the background knowledge or 
English language skills required for the specific form and discourse of formal letter writing.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: Students will have knowledge from the Nations 
Game simulation in prior classes about how smaller and less militarized countries are used by larger 
powers in conflict. Also since we are studying weapons systems many of our students have a deep 
fund of knowledge of weapons and tactics from videogames. It would be remiss as an educator not to 
tap into these funds, even if they might be ignored and downplayed by most educators.    
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) For my two students on IEP’s for ADHD I will be 
providing frequent check ins using Pear Deck to make sure they are engaged and focused in class. This 
lets me see their learning in real time and I can adjust my instruction accordingly if they need 
additional support. They don’t need preferential seating or quiet working environments because we 
are in online learning. But I will provide extended time on assignments and copies of any notes we 
take. For my two ELL students I will make sure to use lots of concrete examples of academic 
vocabulary and scaffold any language function requirements by modeling those language functions 
with the class. Since this is the first academic reading we will have in class since the last time this 
cohort met in November I will be modeling reading the article through a historical lens. This is part of 
the gradual release model for subject specific social studies literacy.   
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Since we are in the middle of distance learning this whole lesson requires technology supports and 
integration. All of the students have access to Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots as needed to ensure 
equitable internet access for all students. We will be using Google Meets as a video calling service 
that also provides recordings that students can watch afterwards as a further academic support. We 
will also be using Pear Deck which is a extension of Google Slides that enables students to participate 
in real time formative assessments linked to a slideshow. That way they can engage with the content, 
answer questions, show knowledge, ask questions, infer, predict, and challenge my instruction in real 
time.   
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  I will need to have a pear deck and slide 
show prepared for the class. Before class begins, I will need to have all readings and assignments 
uploaded to google classroom so students have access to them during class. I will also need to open 
and moderate the google meets and record the meeting for any students who missed class. 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways 
you’ll observe and check with 
students to be sure they are engaged 
in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning 





I will welcome students to class with 
a starter question. When students 
are done answering I will ask for 
volunteers to share.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will write their starters in 
their starters doc. I can watch this in 
real time on Google Classroom and 
will also ask students to share. 
Students will then either voluntarily 
or involuntarily share their answers. 
10 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will introduce the Letters from The 
Trenches summative assessment and 
the letter writing scaffold to assist 
students with the form and discourse 
of letter writing. I will go over the 
requirements of the assessment, 
provide examples of successfully 
completed assessments, and then 
answer any questions that students 
have.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Students will open up the Letters 
from the Trenches assignment on 
Google Classroom, follow along 
while I go over the instructions and 
examples, and ask any clarifying 
questions as needed.   
15 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will open a copy of the Schlieffen 
Plan academic reading and have 
students do the same. I will model 
the reading through a historical lens 
for the students as I take notes. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will read the Schlieffen 
Plan academic reading along with 
me and copy the notes that I take on 
their own document. At the end of 
the class they will turn these in to 
show their engagement with the 
reading.  
25 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will have the students open Pear 
Deck and we will progress through a 
slide deck on the German invasion of 
Belgium and the new weapons being 
used in the conflict. I will utilize 
frequent check ins using the 
comprehension check questions 
students answer on the Pear Deck to 
provide close monitoring for my 
students on IEP’s for ADHD.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the Pear Deck 
and answer the questions as we go 
along. The questions will require 
students to analyze the pros and 
cons of the new weapons systems 
used in WWI. I will be able to collect 
and read through these answers to 
see students learning and 
engagement in the class.  
5 mins Closure: 
I will have students turn in their notes 
from the academic reading and will 
assign the homework which will be a 
short reading on Poison Gas and 
some comprehension questions. 
Closure: 
Students will turn in their notes, ask 
any clarifying questions about 
homework or the summative 
assessment, and then log off.  
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After all the students have left the 
meeting I will end the recording and 
log off.  
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: In this lesson I assign the main summative assessment for 
the WWI unit. It is a highly differentiated writing task where students analyze the facts of the war to 
describe the physical and emotional experience that soldiers in the trenches had in daily life, in 
anticipation of battle, and in battle itself. To successfully complete the assignment students will need 
to know facts about the historical time period, but more importantly be able to use those facts to 
describe the human impact of conflict and violence. Students will also need to draw a map that shows 
their awareness of the special aspects of the War and how geography affected the experiences of the 
soldiers.  
 
There are also many formative assessments in the lesson today. We start with a starter question that 
will gauge students understanding of the prior lesson and readiness for today. I can use that info to 
highlight certain areas of the lesson where I think students can use additional support. I also have 
students mark up our academic reading with notes and turn them in to show engagement and 
understanding of reading with a historical lens. During the Pear Deck on the German invasion and 
new weapons students will answer comprehension and analytical questions that will show their 
learning. Students will have access to their answer later and will be able to use them as a scaffold for 
their Letters from the Trenches assessment. And finally students will have a reading that goes into 
more detail about chemical weapons and some comprehension questions that will prepare them for 
our learning about the major battles of the war in the next class.   
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Abraham Maletz                Date of Lesson: 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Major Battles 
Lesson #5  Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
Standards: HS.62 
Identify historical and 
current events, issues, 
and problems when 
national and/or global 
interests are/have 
been in conflict, and 
provide analysis from 
multiple perspectives. 
Central Focus: Students will be able to 
identify the living conditions and 
experiences of soldiers living through 
WW1 and analyze those experiences to 
describe the emotional impact on 
survivors.  
Learning Targets: Students will 
understand the experiences that 
soldiers lived through in the major 
battles of WWI and be able to 
relate those experiences in 
writing.  
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Students will need to know the events that preceded the 
major battles of WWI in order to understand why they were occurring. They will need to know the 
new weapons being used and understand the effects that those weapons had strategically, and the 
casualties that occurred because of their use. Finally students will need to be able to write from the 
point of view of a soldier in these trenches and impart that soldier’s experience to the reader.  
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How I know the students have this: Students will have learned about the events leading up to the 
major conflicts of the war and the new weapons being used in the preceding classes. If students 
missed those classes they will have access to recordings of those classes on Google Classroom. For the 
writing requirements students will have already written letters for the point of view of historical 
figures in our industrial revolution unit.  
Academic language that will be used in lesson: There will be new vocabulary mainly centered around 
military tactics and geographical locations. Students will also need to be able to infer emotional 
experiences based on historical events. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: I will use many concrete examples for 
vocabulary including pictures, slides, and videos. For necessary geographic vocabulary we will be 
looking extensively at maps that show both static locations and movement. For the language function 
of infer I will be utilizing the final step of the gradual release process. Students in the previous two 
classes practiced analysis to predict and compare and contrast with scaffolded support from me and 
their peers. In this lesson students will be asked to use analysis of events to infer the emotional 
experiences of soldiers in the trenches. They will have scaffolded notes for this but I will expect them 
to make those inferences during a lecture to take notes for their successful completion of the 
language function requirements of the summative assessment.   
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: Many of our students have rich funds of knowledge 
about the military. The school I teach at is close to a large National Guard base and many of my 
students have family in the military. Students also have a lot of knowledge about maps and geography 
that we can tap into. Some of it is from prior social studies classes, but actually much of it is from their 
use of navigation apps. I’m sure that modern students actually use maps far more than students did in 
prior generations. Even if they have GPS assistance they are still eminently familiar with pulling useful 
information from maps. And finally all of the students in my class have a fund of knowledge about 
writing from the point of view of historical figures because we wrote letters from the point of view of 
child laborers during our industrial revolution unit.   
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) For my two students on IEP’s for ADHD I will be 
providing frequent check ins using Pear Deck to make sure they are engaged and focused in class. This 
lets me see their learning in real time and I can adjust my instruction accordingly if they need 
additional support. They don’t need preferential seating or quiet working environments because we 
are in online learning. But I will provide extended time on assignments and copies of any notes we 
take. For my two ELL students I will make sure to use lots of concrete examples of academic 
vocabulary and scaffold any language function requirements by modeling those language functions 
with the class. The letters from the Trenches assessment is highly differentiated for interests, 
readiness, and learner profile. Students have a lot of flexibility to highlight their specific knowledge 
and skills. There are many different avenues for success which ensures that all diverse learners in the 
class will be able to show their learning successfully.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Since we are in the middle of distance learning this whole lesson requires technology supports and 
integration. All of the students have access to Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots as needed to ensure 
equitable internet access for all students. We will be using Google Meets as a video calling service 
that also provides recordings that students can watch afterwards as a further academic support. 
Students can use Google’s translation services or Google Read and Write for screen reading. We will 
also be using Pear Deck which is a extension of Google Slides that enables students to participate in 
real time formative assessments linked to a slideshow. That way they can engage with the content, 
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answer questions, show knowledge, ask questions, infer, predict, and challenge my instruction in real 
time.   
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  I will need to have a pear deck and slide 
show prepared for the class. Before class begins, I will need to have all readings and assignments 
uploaded to google classroom so students have access to them during class. I will also need to open 
and moderate the google meets and record the meeting for any students who missed class. 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways 
you’ll observe and check with students 
to be sure they are engaged in the 
learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 





I will welcome students to class with a 
starter question. When students are 
done answering I will ask for volunteers 
to share.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will write their starters in 
their starters doc. I can watch this 
in real time on Google Classroom 
and will also ask students to share. 
Students will then either 
voluntarily or involuntarily share 
their answers. 
15 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will then have students open a Pear 
Deck for the battle of Verdun and the 
Somme. I will give a short lecture on 
Verdun while asking questions to 
students at regular intervals and asking 
students to share their answers to 
provide close monitoring to my 
students with ADHD. I will use these 
questioning sessions to increase 
understanding and critical thinking. I 
will use concrete examples for any 
academic vocabulary and use a lot of 
images and maps to provide examples 
for my ELL’s.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Students will follow along on the 
pear deck and answer questions 
on the slides. They will share their 
answers if they want or when 
asked and then answer follow up 
questions to deepen their 
learning.  
5 mins Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open the LFT 
research notes and have them write 
down notes on the experiences that 
soldiers in the trenches would have 
had in the battle of Verdun.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the scaffolded 
notes and write down the 
experiences of the soldiers in 
Verdun. Students can ask 
questions as needed. I’ll be 
looking for evidence of 
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engagement by watching the 
notes being filled in on google 
classroom.  
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then give another short lecture on 
the battle of the Somme while 
supporting my students with ADHD by 
asking questions to students at regular 
intervals and asking students to share 
their answers. I will use these 
questioning sessions to increase 
understanding and critical thinking. I 
will use concrete examples for any 
academic vocabulary and use a lot of 
images and maps to provide examples 
for my ELL’s.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along on the 
pear deck and answer questions 
on the slides. They will share their 
answers if they want or when 
asked and then answer follow up 




I will have students again write down 
notes on soldiers’ experience in the 
battle of the Somme in the LFT 
Research sheet. I will have students 
draw a map of the trench system on 
the research sheet as homework. I’ll 
answer any clarifying questions and 
then release the class. 
Closure: 
Students will fill in the research 
sheet on the Somme. They will ask 
any clarifying questions and the 
log out of the meeting. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: In this class there are many formative assessments given 
starting with the starter question. This will enable me to gauge prior knowledge on the subject for 
today and adjust my lecture accordingly. During the lecture I will give many formative assessments in 
Pear Deck by asking questions and having students answer on the app. I will be able to see student’s 
thinking in real time and be able to ask further questions to deepen understanding and clarify 
confusion. I will be able to use any misconceptions or confusion discovered to support students 
learning in class and provide some individualized support. I will also be able to see general trends and 
use those to inform my instruction. The key assignment for today is a scaffolded notes sheet. 
Students will use it to write down notes on soldiers experiences during the battles of the Somme and 
Verdun. This is a direct scaffold for the Letters from the Trenches summative assessment and will help 
them organize their knowledge and start writing. For homework students will draw a map of the 
trench systems in the battles which they can then use for the map requirement in the summative 
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Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Global War 
Lesson #6         Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
HS.63 Identify and analyze 
ethnic groups (including 
individuals who are 
American Indian/Alaska 
Native/Native Hawaiian or 
Americans of African, Asian, 
Pacific Island, Chicano, 
Latino, or Middle Eastern 
descent), religious groups, 
and other traditionally 
marginalized groups 
(women, people with 
disabilities, immigrants, 
refugees, and individuals 
who are lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, or transgender), 
their relevant historic and 
current contributions to 
Oregon the United States, 
and the world. 
HS.40 Use technologies to 
create maps to display and 
explain the spatial patterns 
of cultural and 
environmental 
characteristics at multiple 
scales. 
Central Focus:  
Students will be able to identify 
the living conditions and 
experiences of soldiers living 
through WW1 and analyze those 
experiences to describe the 
emotional impact on survivors.  
Learning Targets: Students will 
understand how the conflict 
affected areas outside of Europe 
and the contributions/sacrifices 
that colonial soldiers made for the 
empires that had colonized their 
land. Students will be able to draw 
a map of a trench system either by 
hand or using digital tools.  
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Knowledge of colonialism and imperialism by European 
powers of the rest of the world. Knowledge of industrialization and how that affected the needs for 
raw materials. Ability to read maps and draw in basic geometric patterns.  
 
How I know the students have this:  
Students have already learned about industrialization and imperialism in our previous units in class. 
They’ll have learned about the outbreak of war from the Nations Game and the past two classes. 
They’ll be able to draw basic maps as they have almost all taken geometry so should have at least 
basic drawing abilities.   
Academic language that will be used in lesson: There will be some map based vocabulary required for 
success in the map creation workshop. Also students will need to analyze their prior knowledge to 
answer the starter question.  
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Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:  
I will share several maps with the students before our mapping workshop and use that time to 
frontload academic vocab so they can create their maps successfully. For the language function 
students have had a ton of scaffolded practice already in analyzing their prior knowledge to answer 
essential questions.   
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: Many of my students have family backgrounds from 
Asia, Russia, Mexico, etc. So they already have prior knowledge about some of the regions we’ll be 
studying today. Also students have a lot of experience reading maps from using GPS software on their 
cell phones. Any students who have graphic design experience from art classes or their own interests 
will be able to use that knowledge to help themselves and their classmates succeed in the workshop.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will frontload vocab for my ELL’s and use concrete examples for academic language. Culturally 
diverse students will be able to learn about histories that align more closely with their backgrounds 
than in previous lessons, and will be able to see the contributions of diverse countries and figures to 
the war effort. My students with IEP’s for ADHD will get frequent check in during the Pear Decked 
lecture, and the map workshop is part of scaffolding for the differentiated assessment.   
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
Since we are in the middle of distance learning this whole lesson requires technology supports and 
integration. All of the students have access to Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots as needed to ensure 
equitable internet access for all students. We will be using Google Meets as a video calling service 
that also provides recordings that students can watch afterwards as a further academic support. 
Students can use Google’s translation services or Google Read and Write for screen reading. We will 
also be using Pear Deck which is a extension of Google Slides that enables students to participate in 
real time formative assessments linked to a slideshow. That way they can engage with the content, 
answer questions, show knowledge, ask questions, infer, predict, and challenge my instruction in real 
time.  
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
I will need to have a Pear Deck slideshow ready for the Global War formative lecture. I will also need 
to have breakout rooms ready for the mapping workshop.  
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other 
ways you’ll observe and check 
with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning 
10 mins Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class 
and have the starter question 
presented. After about 5 minutes 
I will initiate a classwide 
discussion where students can 
share their answers and I will get 
a feel for prior knowledge and 
readiness for the day.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will write their answer to 
the starter question and share it if 
so inclined when finished. If 
nobody shares voluntarily the 
students will be called upon to 
answer.   
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20 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open Pear 
Deck and we will learn about the 
global aspects of WWI in a slide 
series that is filled with various 
formative assessments. I will 
read the answers to the 
assessments and change my 
instruction depending on their 
answers.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along with the 
lecture and ask questions/make 
comments at will. When slides 
have formative assessments on 
them students will answer to the 
best of their ability.  
5 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will share several maps of the 
trenches with students and 
frontload vocabulary while doing 
so. I will then assign the trench 
map assignment.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will look at maps of the 
trenches with me and ask 
clarifying questions as needed.  
20 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will send students to breakout 
rooms where they will work with 
their classmates to draw maps of 
the trenches of the battlefields 
they pick to write about in their 
Letters From The Trenches 
summative assessment. I will 
move between the breakout 
rooms observing and providing 
support as needed.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will go to their breakout 
rooms and work either on their 
own or with their classmates to 
draw maps of the battlefields they 
choose for their summative 
assessment. They can ask me 
questions or for support as I filter 
through the different rooms.  
5 Closure: 
 
I will reconvene students, have 
them finish their map for 
homework if they didn’t finish in 
class and release them.  
Closure: 
 
Students will stick around for 
office hours if they have questions 
or need support. If not they’ll log 
out of the meet. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: There are several formative assessments in the lesson 
starting with the starter question that students will need to use prior knowledge to answer. During 
the Pear Deck lecture there are more formative assessments to keep students engaged in the lesson, 
promote critical thinking skills, and give me immediate feedback on my instruction. With these 
formative assessments I can change my instruction in real time to better support or challenge 
students as needed. The most formal assessment from today is the map they will either complete or 
start during the mapping workshop. This map is a part of the unit summative assessment and show’s 
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their understanding of the geographical layout of the battlefields and will help them understand 
better the experiences of the soldiers fighting there.   
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: The 
formative assessments I have throughout my lesson ensure that I can keep students in their zones of 
proximal development by using the data I gain from their answers to either further support or 
challenge them so they can all reach or surpass the learning targets. The mapping workshop is a 
scaffolded activity that supports students in completing the summative assessment. It is a 
requirement for the assessment and by completing it before they write their letters it will help them 
understand the experiences of the soldiers better.  
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate: Abraham Maletz       Date of Lesson: 3/10 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Russian Revolution, End of War & The Treaty of Versailles 
Lesson #7             Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
Standards: HS.62 
Identify historical and 
current events, issues, 
and problems when 
national and/or global 
interests are/have 
been in conflict, and 
provide analysis from 
multiple perspectives. 
Central Focus:   Learning Targets: Students will know 
what happened in Russia during the 
Russian Revolution, Understand how 
the war came to an end, and be able 
to analyze the shortcomings of the 
Treaty of Paris 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: Knowledge of feudalism and monarchies. Knowledge of the 
deprivations caused by the war. Ability to analyze treaties and use that knowledge to predict future 
conflict.  
 
How I know the students have this: Students have learned about feudal systems in our 
industrialization unit. They know about the deprivations caused by the war from lectures, 
documentaries, and readings. And they know how to analyze treaties from the Nation’s game 
simulation and how to predict conflict from our predicting conflict analytical exercise.   
Academic language that will be used in lesson: There will be vocabulary centered around Russia’s 
governmental systems and revolution. There will also be vocabulary about the Treaty of Versailles. 
The language function will be analysis of the treaty of Versailles to predict future conflict.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:  
I will connect in to students prior knowledge about the monarchies of Europe and the American 
Revolution to help students grasp the academic vocabulary in the lesson. I will also provide concrete 
examples and images to help support vocab. For the language function I will model the first analytical 
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question and then have the questions require progressively more analysis so they incrementally 
practice.   
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: Students have a ton of knowledge about revolutions 
from our learning about the American revolution. They also have a lot of knowledge about 
monarchies from their outside interests and experiences. I have several students who either were 
born in Russia or whose parents were and they can really shine in this lesson as they will have more 
historical and cultural knowledge about the revolution than their peers. For the Treaty of Versailles 
analysis all of the students participated in the predicting conflict segment in the 3rd lesson of the WWI 
unit so will be able to use that experience to support them in this task.   
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) 
I will frontload vocab for my ELL’s and use concrete examples for academic language. For my students 
on IEP’s for ADHD I will provide frequent check ins and let them take breaks when needed as their 
accommodations allow. I will also record the lesson and provide it to students so students that 
struggled the first time, had difficulties reading the slides, or missed class can review what we did. For 
my culturally diverse students from Russian backgrounds this lesson will be especially meaningful as it 
covers history that drastically affected their families, the ramifications of which we’re still feeling 
today.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
 
Since we are in the middle of distance learning this whole lesson requires technology supports and 
integration. All of the students have access to Chromebooks and Wi-Fi hotspots as needed to ensure 
equitable internet access for all students. We will be using Google Meets as a video calling service 
that also provides recordings that students can watch afterwards as a further academic support. 
Students can use Google’s translation services or Google Read and Write for screen reading. We will 
also be using Pear Deck which is a extension of Google Slides that enables students to participate in 
real time formative assessments linked to a slideshow. That way they can engage with the content, 
answer questions, show knowledge, ask questions, infer, predict, and challenge my instruction in real 
time.   
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:   
I will need to have the Pear Deck slideshow ready for the scaffolded lecture segment. I will also need 
to have the Treaty of Versailles analytical prediction sheet ready for students.  
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways 
you’ll observe and check with 
students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning 
10 min Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class and 
have the starter question presented. 
After about 5 minutes I will initiate a 
classwide discussion where students 
can share their answers and I will get 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will write their answer to 
the starter question and share it if so 
inclined when finished. If nobody 
shares voluntarily the students will 
be called upon to answer.   
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a feel for prior knowledge and 
readiness for the day.  
20 min Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open Pear Deck 
and we will learn about the Russian 
Revolution and the end of the war in 
a slide series that is filled with 
various formative assessments. I will 
read the answers to the assessments 
and change my instruction 
depending on their answers.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along with the 
lecture and ask questions/make 
comments at will. When slides have 
formative assessments on them 
students will answer to the best of 
their ability. 
25 min Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
As a class we will compare Wilson’s 
14 Points to the Treaty of Versailles. I 
will have the students use Pear Deck 
to complete a series of predictions 
based on this comparison and 
analysis. I will use their answers to 
ask furthering questions, incite 
conversation, and build 
understanding of how the treaty set 
the stage for WWI. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will read Wilson’s 14 points 
with me and compare them to the 
major concessions in the Treaty of 
Versailles. They will use that 
comparison and their prior 
knowledge to answer a series of 
progressively more difficult analytical 
questions where they predict the 
outcome of the Treaty of Versailles.  
5 min Closure: 
I will provide a couple of minutes for 
questions regarding the summative 
assessment and provide support as 
necessary. At the end of the hour I 
release students and close the class.  
Closure: 
Students will ask questions about the 
summative assessment as it’s due on 
Sunday.   
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning 
collected during/as a result of this lesson: There are several formative assessments in the lesson 
starting with the starter question that students will need to use prior knowledge to answer. During 
the Pear Deck lecture there are more formative assessments to keep students engaged in the lesson, 
promote critical thinking skills, and give me immediate feedback on my instruction. With these 
formative assessments I can change my instruction in real time to better support or challenge 
students as needed. The best example of these are the scaffolded questions about predicting conflict 
from the Treaty of Versailles. The main assessment from this class is the Letters From the Trenches 
summative assessment due on Sunday. Students have been working on this for several weeks at this 
point and have had many supports and scaffolds to complete it successfully.  
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: The 
formative assessments I have throughout my lesson ensure that I can keep students in their zones of 
proximal development by using the data I gain from their answers to either further support or 
challenge them so they can all reach or surpass the learning targets. The summative Letters from the 
Trenches assessment is heavily differentiated to provide students many avenues of success based on 
their readiness, interests, and learning profiles.  
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Rise of Dictators/Nazis 
Lesson #8              Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be 
sure they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement 
that you’ll  include / watch for to monitor 
student learning  
Motivation/Hook: I will welcome students 
to class and have them answer the starter 
question for the day. I will ask for 
volunteers to answer and if no one does I 
will call on students.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will log into class, say hello and 
then answer the starter question. When 
they are finished they will either volunteer 
their answers or be prepared to be called 
upon.    
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will assign the dictators notes for 
students to fill out during the lecture.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the dictators notes and 
fill them out as I present a slideshow. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then present the Rise of 
Dictators/Nazis slides and lecture while 
students fill out their notes.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along to the lecture 
while taking notes in the Dictators notes 
and answering questions.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open up the Timeline 
of Aggression and Pear Deck and answer 
questions on the reading at their own pace 
as I read through, give feedback, and 
provide support . 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open up the timeline of 
aggression and the pear deck and read 
through the Timeline while answering 
questions in the pear deck.  




I will assign whatever students didn’t finish 
in the dictators notes/timeline of 
aggression as homework. I will dismiss the 
class then stick around for office hours  
Closure: 
Students will log off or stick around and 
ask questions/get help in the office hours.   
 
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Germany Attacks 
Lesson #9               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning  
Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class and have them 
answer the starter question for the day. I will 
ask for volunteers to answer and if no one does I 
will call on students. 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will log into class, say hello 
and then answer the starter 
question. When they are finished 
they will either volunteer their 
answers or be prepared to be called 
upon.    
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will present the differentiated summative 
assessment. I’m not assigning it yet, just 
introducing it to the students so they can start 
thinking about who they want to research for it.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will start thinking about 
who they want to research for the 
summative assessment and ask any 
clarifying questions as needed.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then have students open up the Germany 
Attacks academic reading. I will frontload vocab 
and then have them complete the reading and 
questions. As we are progressing through the 
gradual release academic reading model I will 
have them read on their own while providing 
support as needed.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will read the academic 
reading and answer the questions on 
their own. They can ask for any 
support if needed.  
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Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then give a slideshow presentation and 
lecture on German invasion, the Battle of 
Britain, and Japanese invasion of Manchuria 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along to the 
lecture while responding to frequent 
comprehension checks and 
furthering questions.  
Closure: 
I will assign whatever students didn’t finish in 
the Germany Attacks reading as homework. I 




Students will log off or stick around 
and ask questions/get help in the 
office hours.   
 
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: European Theater of War 
Lesson #  10               Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student learning  
Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class and have 
them answer the starter question for the 
day. I will ask for volunteers to answer and 
if no one does I will call on students. 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will log into class, say hello 
and then answer the starter question. 
When they are finished they will either 
volunteer their answers or be prepared 
to be called upon.    
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will officially assign the slides/speech 
project for the WWII unit. I will ask students 
to have a historical figure decided by 
tonight. I will answer any clarifying 
questions.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open up the assignment 
and choose a historical figure to 
research. They will ask clarifying 
questions as needed.  
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Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will open up the slideshow and present 
the European Theater of war. I will lecture 
with the slides while asking frequent 
comprehension questions and furthering 
learning through class discussion.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along to the lecture 
while responding to frequent 
comprehension checks and furthering 
questions. They will also start filling in 
their notes for their summative 
assessment if relevant to the lecture.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will show some footage from Operation 
Barbarossa and D Day. I will ask students to 
notice examples of reasons the Germans 
lost the battles shown in the videos. I will 
also have them think about why seeing 
color footage of history is more impactful 
than black and white/photos.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will fill in their notes if 
relevant. They will look for examples of 
why the germans lost and the impact of 
color footage while watching.  
 
Closure: 
I will assign the German Defeat Reading & 
Q’s as homework. I’ll stick around if 
students have questions and if not I’ll 
dismiss class.   
Closure: 
 
Students will log off or stick around and 
ask questions/get help in the office 
hours.   
 
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: The Holocaust 
Lesson #11           Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement 
that you’ll  include / watch for to 
monitor student learning  
Motivation/Hook:  
I will welcome students to class and they will 
answer the starter question “Why do you 
think the Holocaust Happened?” When 
they’re finished I will have them either 
voluntarily share their answers or get called 
on.   
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will join the class and answer 
the starter question. Students will then 
either volunteer to share their answers 
or be called on.  
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Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
I will cover the academic vocab for the 
Holocaust and provide concrete examples for 
my ELL’s.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
Students will help give examples of the 
vocab words to participate in their own 
learning.   
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will present my slideshow and lecture on 
the Holocaust.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will take notes in their WWII 
historical figures notes and answer 
comprehension questions and ask 
clarifying questions.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will present the Behind Every Name a Story 
Holocaust survivor accounts. I’ll go over 
instructions and assist student if they have 
questions.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open the worksheet, click 
on the link to the Holocaust Memorial 
Website and read a Holocaust survivor 
account. They will then use this to fill out 
the worksheet.  
Closure: 
 
I will assign the rest of the worksheet as 
homework and then stick around if students 
have any questions for office hours.  
Closure: 
 
Students will stick around to get help in 
office hours or say goodbye and log off.  
 
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Pacific Theater/Atomic Bombs 
Lesson #12             Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be 
sure they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement 
that you’ll  include / watch for to monitor 
student learning  
Motivation/Hook: 
 
I will welcome students to class and they 
will answer the starter question “Can 
Violence be justified (Proven to be the 
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will join the class and answer the 
starter question. Students will then either 
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right choice)? How So?” When they’re 
finished I will have them either voluntarily 
share their answers or get called on.  
volunteer to share their answers or be 
called on. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
We will watch a segment from The Pacific 
about Bushido culture and its effect on the 
Pacific Theater. After the video is over I’ll 
ask students to answer the two questions.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will watch the short 
documentary and think about how both 
sides encouraged and justified violence 
and what the long term affects are. When 
the video is over students will provide 
answers to the questions.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I have students open up the Pear Deck and 
will lecture through the slides while 
students answer the formative questions 
in the Pear Deck and use them as 
conversation starters.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will follow along to the lecture 
and answer the frequent formative 
assessments given on the pear deck.  
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students answer a series of 
questions that scaffolds their ability to 
construct an argument about whether 
dropping atomic bombs on Japan was the 
right decision.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will answer a series of questions 
on the Pear Deck and use their answers to 
construct an arguments about the atomic 
bombings of Japan.  
 
Closure: 
I will assign a survivor account from 
Hiroshima and then stick around if 
students have any questions for the office 
hours.  
Closure: 
Students will ask any questions they have 
and if not they’ll log off.   
 
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Cold War/Space Race 
Lesson #13           Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
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Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student learning  
Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class and they will 
answer the starter question “How did WWII 
Change the World?” When they’re finished I 
will have them either voluntarily share their 
answers or get called on. 
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will join the class and answer 
the starter question. Students will then 
either volunteer to share their answers 
or be called on.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then have students open up a Pear Deck 
to learn about the Cold War & the Space Race. 
I will lecture on these topics as students 
engage with me through the Pear Deck. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will Open up the Pear Deck 
and follow along to the lecture as they 
answer frequent formative assessments 
and ask clarifying questions.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will Have students watch the Pale Blue Dot 
video from Carl Sagan’s Cosmos series. I will 
then ask they how it makes them feel about 
the history we’ve been learning.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will watch the Pale Blue Dot 
and the converse about how it makes 
them feel about the subjects we’ve 
covered.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have a brief workshop where students 
have to find the Wikipedia article from their 
historical figure, read it, and then read an 
article from one of the citations linked.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will find the Wikipedia article 
from their historical figure, read it, and 
then read a article from one of the 
citations linked.    
Closure: 
 
I will remind students to turn in late work as 
we are quickly approaching the end of the 
quarter and then stick around for office hours 
if students have any questions.  
Closure: 
 
Students will stick around for office 
hours if needed and if not will log off.  
 
 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You 
should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan          Teacher Candidate:                                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Globalization 
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Lesson 
#14           
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 
Standards: Central Focus:   
 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student learning  
Motivation/Hook: 
I will welcome students to class and they will 
answer the starter question “What invention 
do you think changed the world the most? 
How so ?” When they’re finished I will have 
them either voluntarily share their answers or 




Students will join the class and answer 
the starter question. Students will then 
either volunteer to share their answers 
or be called on. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then have students open up a Pear Deck 
to learn about Globalization. I will lecture on 
these topics as students engage with me 
through the Pear Deck. 
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will Open up the Pear Deck 
and follow along to the lecture as they 
answer frequent formative 
assessments and ask clarifying 
questions  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have students open up the Globalization 
Scavenger hunt on Google Classroom and find 
3 things around their house made on 3 
different continents. Students will then open 
up marinetraffic.com and I will model how to 
find ships and shipping data from the website. 
Students will then fill in the scavenger hunt 
worksheet using the information they find on 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will open up the Globalization 
Scavenger hunt on Google Classroom 
and find 3 things around their house 
made on 3 different continents. 
Students will then fill in the scavenger 
hunt worksheet using the information 
they find on the GIS map.  




I will assign the rest of the worksheet as 
homework and then stick around if students 
have any questions for office hours.  
Closure: 
Students will stick around for office 
hours if they need help and if not will 
log off.   
 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Effects of Globalization 
Lesson 
#15            
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 mins 
Standards: Central Focus:   
 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
watch for to monitor student 
learning 
10 Motivation/Hook:  
 
I will welcome students to class and they will 
answer the starter question “How do we 
consume responsibly?” When they’re finished I 
will have them either voluntarily share their 




Students will join the class and 
answer the starter question. 
Students will then either volunteer 
to share their answers or be called 
on. 
15 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will open up a Pear Deck about Fossil Fuels and 
their effects. These include environmentalist 
propoganda  artwork where I ask students to 
interpret the message of the art. We will also 
look at maps of seal level rise that shows the 
Portland Metro if all polar ice melted.  
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will answer questions in 
the Pear Deck as we discuss fossil 
fuels and their impacts on our 
climate.  
10 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then show some videos from the UN and 
Google showing rising sea levels in Kiribati and 
climate changre recorded in Google Earth 
Timelapses. I will ask students afterwards about 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will watch the videos and 
participate in a discussion 
afterwards. 
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Island nations like Kiribati’s responsibility for 
causing climate change vs them having to bear 
the brunt of rising sea levels.  
10 I will post a link to a list of ways we can change 
our behavior to help fight climate change from 
David Suzuki Foundation.  
Students will read through the list 
and put their three favorite ideas 
on to the Pear Deck.  
10 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
We will then talk about Geoengineering as an 
option to fight climate change. I will present 
some ideas, ask for ideas from students, and then 
show a video showing researchers plan to release 
sunlight reflecting materials in the stratosphere 




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will give ideas on 
geoengineering. After watching the 
video they will discuss how they 
feel about the ideas of us 
purposefully changing the planet.  
5 Closure: 
 
I will remind students to turn in late work as this 
is almost the end of the quarter and many of 
them are struggling gradewise. I will stick around 
after class if people have questions or want to 
talk, if not I will release students.   
Closure: 
 
Students will stick around for 
questions and if they don’t have 
any they will log off.  
 
Lesson Title/Description: End of Quarter 
Lesson 
#    16           
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 Minutes 
Standards: Central Focus:   
 
 
Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student 
engagement that you’ll  include / 
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I will welcome students to class and have 
them turn in their starter questions  
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will turn in all their starter 
questions to Google Classroom. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will give a “final” to the students on Pear 
Deck that is mainly jokes from our classes this 
year to end the quarter on the a positive 
note.  
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will answer the multiple 
choice and short answer questions in 
the Pear Deck.  
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will then have a pet parade where students 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Students will round up and show off 
their pets for their classmates to see. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
I will have the students take an end of quarter 
survey that essentially functions as an exit 
ticket for the class.  
 
  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Student will finish the survey in class 
to let me gather info on how to grade 
them better and improve the class 




I will thank the students for their hard work 
and participation during a crazy quarantined 
year. I will remind them again to turn in late 
work by tonight and wish them good luck in 
the next quarter.  
Closure: 
 
Students will stick around if they 
have any questions and if not will say 
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Appendix B 
#1 2/11 The Nations Game Intro: Today was the most fun I’ve had in class all term. It’s the first day of 
quarter 3 so we have students that we haven’t seen since Thanksgiving back again. We decided to jump 
right back into it so for the next couple days the students are participating in a simulation of Europe 
preceding WWI. We call it the Nations Game and it is such a rich and rewarding learning experience. 
Students are split into groups based on their personalities and academic abilities and those groups are 
assigned countries. The students have to decide their roles as heads of state and respond to an 
international crises to promote the interests of their nation without suffering political/economic 
repercussions or outright invasion. Even though we were online it worked so well. Students were in 
breakout rooms with their groups planning strategy, making alliances, backstabbing neighbors, staging 
coups, writing propaganda etc. Each of the students has a role that they can shine in, artistic students 
can make propaganda posters, strong writers can write press releases, outgoing students can be the 
ambassadors negotiating treaties, and more reserved students can be the figurehead presidents. I was a 
little worried about using this as a way to start up a class after a long break since the students have to be 
engaged and interactive for it to work. But the kids were so into it right from the start. I think having this as 
a welcome back will actually start the quarter off on the best foot possible, with students interacting on 
camera and mic as soon as possible. Can hardly wait for next class! 
 
2/18 Ice Storm Burn Day: Well the year threw us another curve ball and we’ve had two snow days in a 
row because of the ice storm. Our principal instructed us not to have any graded work for today and 
tomorrow as many of our students are still without power or internet access. So today was just about 
checking in on students, being supportive, and giving them a place to socialize safely as it’s been a pretty 
isolating week. After our initial check in and conversation I put on a documentary called “They Shall Not 
Grow Old” that restored a ton of footage from WWI and really brings history to life from the restoration. I 
didn’t assign anything for the students to do during or after the documentary but let them know that they 
could watch if they found it interesting. The vast majority of my students stuck around and watched while 
chatting with each other in the text chat. So even if the day didn’t go according to plan we still got in some 
positive social interactions and learned a bit of history. 
 
#2 2/22 The Nations Game Round 2: We finally got around to finishing the Nations Game today, and the 
hard work we had done preparing a week ago really paid off. My first period was a little subdued, but 
that’s the norm as it’s pretty early in the morning and the students seem much more reticent to interact 
with each other. But they did all engage in their flexible groups to work together to plan and negotiate with 
other groups to gain power but avoid confrontation. The second class worked really well. Students were 
prepared and ready to rumble from the start. The flexible groupings we had created worked great as each 
group had outgoing students, strong writers, and artistically minded students as well. The kids had a ton 
of fun planning world domination and because of actions taken by some groups the simulation was much 
more interesting and engaging than during 1st period. But that might also be because 1st period ended in 
peace and prosperity for all while 3rd period ended in war and conquest. Students seem to get much 
more interested in lessons when they include bloodshed. I really enjoyed running the simulation , and I 
think a big part of that was because it actually was a simulation instead of just a role playing activity. 
Students had total control over how the simulation played out and as I said the outcomes for each class 
were very different. The kids really seemed to enjoy having that power and it created a real sense of 
efficacy in the class. Also the students have a common enjoyable experience to build relationships with 
their classmates around. It took a ton of planning and energy to run but I would absolutely do it again, 
even in an online class.  
 
#3 2/25 Prelude to War: Today was the first day of our WWI content after the simulation and it went 
super well. One of the most engaging and well rounded lessons I’ve taught so far for sure. We started 
with a starter question formative assessment that tied into their experience in the nations game 
simulation. I was able to take their answers and compare their experiences to the experiences of world 
leaders at the beginning of WWI. We then took their prior knowledge and did a scaffolded language 
function activity where students analyzed their knowledge to answer a series of increasingly complex 
questions. I had students read their answers to the class and hade other students agree or disagree and 
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provide further information and analysis. Because I was using Pear Deck I could see and respond to all of 
the students answers in  real time and it really showed the power of using technology to implement 
formative assessments in class. I then gave a brief Pear Deck lecture with lots of comprehension check 
questions thrown in. And at the end we did a media literacy exercise and watched and analyzed 
propaganda newsreels from the beginning of the war. Students caught on right away that they were 
propaganda and were able to name different ways it was biased. Students seemed to really enjoy the 
lesson and were really engaged and participatory. At the end of it one of my students was shocked that 
the hour had gone by so quickly, which seemed to be a pretty good sign. 
 
#4 3/1 WWI Begins: I taught two world history classes today on the beginning of WWI, so the Schlieffen 
Plan, Battle of the Frontiers, Battle of the Marne, and new weapons being used in the war. I felt like I 
talked a ton, but anytime I asked questions students were really engaged and interested in the content. 
So even though there was definitely too much teacher talk time I felt like the students weren’t completely 
zoned out. I read a academic reading on the Schlieffen plan to the class, and since this was the first 
academic reading we’ve done since we reconvened class I modeled reading through an academic lens 
and inquiring the text. Students took notes on their copies of the reading, and looking through their work I 
was encouraged to see both their obvious engagement through writing down my modeling but also their 
own inquiries and notes. Going forward I will gradually release my support on academic readings until 
they’re able to successfully inquire texts on their own. Another thing that I felt went well today was the 
starter question formative assessment. I asked the students “How do you think young people felt about 
going to war at the very beginning of WWI?” and they responded with mature and nuanced answers. 
Some thought it would be very exciting because of the adventure and their acceptance of propaganda, 
while others thought some would have more knowledge of the realities of war and be scared about 
conscription. This question helps scaffold one of the requirements for the summative assessment so I am 
feeling confident about their ability to successfully complete that assessment based on their knowledge 
and analysis shown in this formative assessment.  
 
#5 3/4 Major Battles: Today was about the major battles of the war. I started the class with a starter 
question about what they would do if ordered to fight a war they opposed. I wanted kids to think about 
being in a historical position and to come up with reasons why you might still go to war even when 
knowing the horrors that awaited you. One of my classes was really keyed into the discussion and had 
many impressive insights, but my other class wasn’t very engaged at all in any parts of the lesson. I 
wasn’t satisfied with my CT’s material for the lesson so I did some research and found some really 
engaging primary source readings from Soldiers fighting in the Somme. They were from Stanford History 
Education Group and had some questions attached about perspective and validity. I gave a pear decked 
lecture about the battles with a lot of formative assessments thrown in to keep the kids engaged and even 
though both classes had students participating only the second period had students willingly engaging on 
mic and in the chat outside of the required formative assessments. During the readings I split the students 
into three breakout rooms and had them read their passage and answer the questions as a group. I then 
reconvened the groups and each group shared their findings with the larger class. Once again the 
classes varied greatly on how engaged they were, but I also recognized that I could have planned the 
groups better. I didn’t appoint any roles in the groups and I didn’t give instructions clearly enough so 
several students were confused about which passages they were supposed to read. But the students did 
recognize the biases and perspectives in the passages very quickly, especially showing their medial 
literacy savvy while critiquing the passage from an English journalist writing propaganda for a newspaper 
back home. I think that when implementing flexible groupings in an online format they have to be very 
clearly planned as far as duties and roles of the students participating or else they will sit in silence for the 
duration of the group.  
 
#6 3/8 Global War: Today was the worst lesson I’ve taught in a while. I think it could have been ok in 
person but in distance learning it just didn’t really work at all. I started class off with a clip from the movie 
1917 showing life in the trenches. I wanted students to write down what they noticed on their notes sheet 
from the letters form the trenches assignment. But I didn’t give instructions clearly enough so most 
students just watched the clip and then didn't write anything down. I also wasted a great opportunity to 
utilize media criticism in the lesson by asking about biases/unrealistic parts of the clip but didn’t cross my 
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mind till afterwards. I then gave a pear deck lecture about global war, but I just tried to include way too 
much. I had tried to differentiate the lecture by giving students a choice on which countries they wanted to 
learn about based on their interests, but it just was too wide a variety of places and didn’t really create a 
cohesive lecture. I had way too many slides and had to rush through while not really implementing any 
engagement strategies or formative assessments. Then I wanted to have a work session on the letters 
from the trenches at the end. I think in class that would be a really good way to create flexible groupings, 
provide direct instruction, support students, challenge students etc. But once again unstructured time in a 
video call just leads to awkward silence and wasted opportunities.  
 
#7 3/11 Russian Revolution/Treaty of Versailles: Ok I definitely redeemed myself a bit today. The 
lesson went way better than the last one and I implemented several high leverage practices. My starter 
question was “How would life be different if Germany won WWI?” The students got really into the 
question and used all sorts of prior knowledge and analysis to try and predict an alternate reality. Some 
good ideas were that SW US would be Mexico, German culture would be really dominant around the 
world, and the US wouldn’t be a superpower. By using such a creative question the students willingly 
went above and beyond in their participation. I then presented a short and cohesive lecture about the 
Russian Revolution and the end of the war. My lecture was much more engaging and thought out than 
last time and the students were interacting on mic and in the chat during it. I think it probably helps too 
that students love talking about revolution, radicals, and communism. For the final part of class I had 
prepared a pear decked compare and contrast activity between Wilson’s 14 points and the Treaty of 
Versailles. Students analyzed the treaties and used the terms to predict what would happen in the future.  
 
#8 3/15 Rise of Dictators/Nazis: Man daylight savings is brutal. The kids were so sleepy this morning, 
and I wasn’t much better to be honest. But I planned a pretty mellow lesson around that on purpose. Had 
a starter question that was a bit of a softball “why was appeasement a bad strategy” that we used to 
segue into a lecture on dictators. I had students fill in some guided notes during the lecture to give them 
something to focus on and prove to me they’re paying attention. After the lecture I assigned the students 
a timeline reading with a Pear Deck that had questions on it to fill out during class. I was able to see who 
was completing the questions on the Pear Deck and could encourage students to work (which can be 
really difficult during CDL) and see who was getting it and who needed some help. I think logistically it 
might be too confusing having another app to deal with in addition to Google Classroom for this sort of 
work, but it was nice to be able to see them working independently in class. I also tried to have some 
flexible grouping by having a breakout room that students could join if they wanted to work with their 
classmates together on the timeline, but not a single student joined the room. Oh well, you can lead a 
horse to water but you can’t make it drink.  
 
#9 3/18 Germany Attacks: As it is the last class before spring break I’m not at all surprised by the lack of 
participation today. Students seem to be holding their breaths for friday and I can’t really blame them. I 
really should have done a pear deck today to increase engagement but to be honest I wasn kind of 
checked out too. We did a starter question that Ryan thought up that didn’t have really anything to do with 
the war other than acknowledging how much can change in four years. But we did have a really well 
created slideshow! It looked great but didn’t generate much engagement. We’ll get back on track after 
break. 
 
#10 3/29 European Theater: Well expecting the students to be more engaged the Monday after spring 
break was pretty naive in hindsight. The kids were absolutely shattered today. Essentially daylight 
savings round two. I asked a more WWII focused question this class and the students seemed to dig it. I 
asked “how come Germany lost WWII” and the students had a lot of great ideas from their prior 
knowledge/learning. After we started the lecture though things quieted down. I had wanted to do a Pear 
Deck but there was several videos embedded in the lecture that don’t work with Pear Deck’s system. I 
think it’s one of the major flaws of the app. But I really wanted to show the footage because we are 
starting to get into the eras where there is high definition color footage available from what we’re studying 
and it makes history come alive so well. I asked students how they felt after watching and many said how 
real it seemed/how recent it felt. So I’m definitely going to continue including video like that to tie this 
history into the perceived narratives that students already have/try and shake those narratives up a bit.  
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#11 4/1 The Holocaust: Today we studied the Holocaust, and since it is an academic specialty of my 
cooperating teacher he planned the lessons. It was a pretty standard lecture at first, but the second part 
of class was a really cool individual activity. Students went onto the US Holocause memorial website and 
found survivor stories. They wrote the facts down and then put them into a narrative. Unfortunately we 
didn’t have enough time for students to share the stories they found, but there was a lot of engagement in 
the class as we could watch students filling out the worksheet on Google classroom. Obviously in person 
this would have beena much more powerful learning activity, but the students are interested in the topic 
anyways and using primary sources as riveting as Holocaust survivor stories is a great way to get 
students interested in academic history readings.  
 
#12 4/5 Pacific Theater/Atomic Bombs: Today went great actually! The whole class was a Pear Deck 
activity where throughout the class students developed arguments about just and unjust wars. We started 
with a starter question and conversation about justifiable reasons for violence. This led into learning about 
the Pacific theater and how Bushido culture affected the battles and potential outcomes. We learned 
about Nuclear weapons and their use on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Then we did another series of Pear 
Deck questions where students developed an argument on one side or another about whether or not 
violence is justifiable if it prevents more violence, then what if the violence is committed against innocent 
people, then if the Japanese would have surrendered without great violence committed against their 
civilians and finally using all those answers whether or not the bombings where justifiable. Students really 
got into it and strongly took one side or another until the final question. They really cared about the topic 
and several struggled with coming up with a yes or no answer as they had very nuanced opinions about 
each side. I really enjoyed the discussions and seeing students thought progressions. Since the 
arguments were scaffolded like that using Pear Deck all of the students were able to at least answer the 
final question, whereas if I had just asked it cold then almost certainly most students would have either 
ignored the question or answered “I don’t know”. Since the survivor accounts were so effective last class I 
had students read a Hiroshima survivor account as homework to build their disciplinary literacy skills.  
 
#13 4/8 Cold War/Space Race: We’re starting to draw towards the end of the quarter, and since so many 
of my students are struggling academically I decided to keep today pretty mellow. I had a Pear Deck 
about the Cold War/Space Race that the students participated in. They really enjoyed the space part as 
it’s such a cool history. I showed a couple videos of Space X Falcon Boosters landing in Tandem and 
Carl Sagan’s Pale Blue Dot speech which students were really into. I had known a lot of them were into 
space travel from previous discussions and classes so planned that segment around their interests. Then 
for the last part of class we had a workshop on our WWII Historical Figures project. This is differentiated 
for interest and product as students can pick any historical figure who was affected by the war and create 
either a slideshow or recorded speech about them. Several students asked me for people who weren’t on 
the pre approved list which was awesome and show’s their interest in the subject matter.  
 
#14 4/12 Globalization: Well I made a kind of funny error this last month in that I thought that the end of 
the quarter was this Wednesday and had done all my planning leading up to that date. I told my students, 
had them turn in work in a panic, and was pretty stressed out myself with the condensed timeline. But we 
actually have a week more than I thought, so I got to stretch out our globalization unit a couple more days 
and the students have a whole nother week to procrastinate which I’m sure they’re ecstatic about. Today 
went really well though. I planned a pretty creative lesson around globalization. We did a starter question 
that was invention thunderdome where students had to pick the invention that changed the world the 
most and why. Some students had really creative ideas such as religion, currency, language, whereas 
many stuck to the more conventional answers like cars, electricity, computers etc. We then jumped into a 
Pear Deck that had a good mix of goofy quizzes and thoughtful short answer questions. Then for the best 
part of class I had students do a quick scavenger hunt to find things made on three different continents in 
their house. We then went onto a GIS service called marinetraffic.com and found ships carrying goods to 
or from our countries. I modeled it by sharing my screen with the kids and then they explored the map 
overlays themselves. Some of the students were really interested and found all sorts of cool ships like 
LNG carriers, salvage ships, yachts etc.  
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#15 Effects of Globalization: Really good day today. Not sure if that’s because of the sunshine and end 
of term good vibes or because of my increasingly proficient instruction. Maybe a bit of both. We had a 
starter question that the students really seemed to care about. I asked them how we could consume 
responsibly and students had great ideas about doing research on brands, buying local, reducing 
consumption etc. The kids are pretty eco minded already so were able to share a bunch they had learned 
already with their peers which they were pretty stoked about. We then jumped into a Pear Deck where we 
learned about how increasing globalization and use of fossil fuels has led to climate change and the 
effects of that. We looked at environmental propaganda art and interpreted it. We focused on rising sea 
levels and looked at maps of what Portland would look like if all the ice melted. Then we watched a UN 
video about rising sea levels in Kiribati and talked about how those not responsible for climate change 
have to bear the burden of the effects the most. We then read through a list of mitigation measures we 
can implement in our own lives and students shared ones they liked. Then we looked at some 
geoengineering possibilities including cloud seeding, iron seeding, and inducing an artificial nuclear winter 
through particulate distribution in the stratosphere. The kids were understandably skeptical of 
geoengineering and thought it would probably be best to cut emissions instead. Lots of engagement from 
students all around.  
 
#16 End of the Quarter: Today was awesome. It was the last day of the quarter so I wanted to end the 
class on a fun note. I already had evidence of learning from all the differentiated assessments we had 
done, and I felt like having some sort of end of year final would be punitive during distance learning. Also 
since it’s so easy to cheat online there just doesn’t really seem to be a point. So instead I had them turn in 
all their starters and then move on to the “test” I had prepared on Pear Deck. This included multiple 
choice questions like “who had the best mustache in history” and “What is your preferred apocalypse”? 
The students had a great time and I laughed a ton along with them. After that we had a pet parade where 
students showed off their pets on camera. And then I had them fill out an end of year exit ticket asking 
about circumstances this year that hindered their success in my class, ways I could have supported them 
better, what they enjoyed from class, and what their main takeaways were. I was really blown away by 
how positive the responses were. There were also some good takeaways about ways I could have 
supported them better such as more individual check ins. And finally I was able to get some hard data on 
circumstances in their lives to more equitably grade them. Several of my students have been struggling 
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Appendix C 
Google Meet Audio Transcript from Lesson #15 
[05:30] Abraham Maletz: How can we be responsible consumers, there has to be a way 
right? So yeah (name omitted for privacy), what do you think? 
[06:15] Student #1: ok well I wrote down a couple things. The first is consume less. Like 
do I actually need this or can I wait for it? The second I wrote was understand where and 
how the products were created and whether you should support this. And third reuse and 
recycle the things you already have and lastly switch for eco-friendly product if possible.  
[06:50] Abraham Maletz: I think that first one might be the key. Consume less. Travel 
less, buy fewer things, live in a smaller house. I mean it seems like a no brainer. As far as 
being like responsible and buying good products from responsible companies, how do we 
do that? 
*teacher has to pause to moderate the chat 
[07:30] Abraham Maletz: Ok yeah guys, how do you figure out if a company employs 
people well and doesn’t pollute a ton. (Name omitted for privacy)? 
[07:45] Student #2: I started off my sentence a little depressing, like you can never be 
certain. Like companies can and do lie and deceive people. But the best you can do is like 
know where and how the product is made from farmers markets and locally owned shops 
and stuff.  
[08:10] Abraham Maletz: Totally. If you can see the farm something is being grown on 
you can see if they are using eco-friendly fertilizers or pesticides.  
 
Google Meet Chat Transcript from Lesson #2 
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[52:30] Student #1: for a second I thought Sandia was just not gonna help bahkan and I 
was gonna laugh 
[54:43] Student #1: dude call A1 never misses 
[59:26] Student #2: Ice cream doesn't even hurt 
[1:00:20] Student #3: (name omitted for privacy) is no more 
[01:00:27] Student #1: hehe 
[01:00:38] Student #4: how dare you insult my ice cream!! 
[01:00:56] Student #1: sorry, hope you like revolution flavor 
[01:01:14] Student #4: i will come back for u (name omitted for privacy) 
[01:01:14] Student #3: your a fool and weak president 
[01:01:33] Student #1: you and what army (name omitted for privacy)? 
[01:01:42] Student #4: we will see once i grow my ice cream army 
[01:01:50] Student #1: fair point 
[01:01:53] Student #3: fool it will melt 
[01:01:54] Student #4: indeed 
[01:01:57] Student #1: dont expect it to get far in the desert 
[01:02:01] Student #2: negotiation is fun when the president has the similar idea  
[01:02:02] Student #1: good luck :) 
[01:02:14] Student #4: gg (name omitted for privacy) 
[01:02:17] Student #5: bye thank you 
[01:02:19] Student #1: gg 
[01:02:22] Student #6: thank you  
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Pear Deck OFA Responses from Lesson #12: 
Student #1: It was a great decision because it put an end to the war. And we made 
powerful weapons of mass destruction. 
Student #2: right decision 
Student #3: Morally no because innocent people lost their lives, but for the sake of less 
bloodshed from both sides, yes it was a good decision. 
Student #4: No because it saved millions of lives. 
Student #5: I don't think it was right, but is wasn't then wrong decision, but maybe only 
one bomb and more down time could have been a better avenue.  
Student #6 I'm torn with this one. there were probably far better ways to deal with it, but 
it stopped further fighting for the most part. 
Student #7 I think the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was the right decision 
because everything happens for a reason and it was so that it would prevent bloodshed in 
the future. But a lot of people did die 
Student #8: The atomic bombing was the wrong decision. In the end, it still caused 
bloodshed, just not on our side. 
Student #9: if it didn't happen the war could have never ended and resulted in 100s of 
thousands of more deaths so i do think it was the right choice even though innocents died 
Student #10: not sure, the creators of the atomic bomb said that they regretted it. 
Student #11: Yes and no it did prevent bloodshed but the people in the city didn't deserve 
that. 
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Student #12: not sure on this one  
Student #13: I'm sort of in the middle because they didn't deserve it but it did help stop 
the war and save more lives but the Japanese people didn't deserve to die. 
Student #14: probably the wrong due to the amount of damage nukes cause 
 
 
